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Abstract

Background: Surgical site infection (SSI) in the groin after vascular surgery is common and deep perivascular infection leads to long periods of hospitalization, sometimes to amputation and/or death. Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) is increasingly used for treating wounds such as deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery, but there is no scientific evidence supporting its benefit over traditional wound therapy.

Aims: To study the effect of NPWT on wound healing, complications, resource use, quality of life, cost-effectiveness, and to explore the experiences of patients with deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery undergoing NPWT at home.

Methods: A retrospective study was performed on consecutive patients undergoing NPWT between 2004 and 2006, and a randomized controlled trial was conducted between 2007 and 2011, where patients undergoing NPWT were compared to those treated with a traditional alginate dressing. Finally, a qualitative interview study was conducted between 2013 and 2014, in which patients undergoing NPWT in the outpatient setting were interviewed 7-14 days after discharge.

Results: Twenty-eight patients/33 groins were studied in Study I, ten patients in each group in Studies II & III and 15 patients in Study IV. The median wound healing time was 55 days in Study I, 57 days in the NPWT group compared to 104 in the alginate group (p=0.026) in Studies II & III and 58 days in Study IV. The graft preservation rate in NPWT patients was 83%, 86% and 85% in Studies I, II/III and IV, respectively. Bacterial clearance from the wound was the same in the NPWT and alginate group in Studies II & III. One patient in the NPWT and one in the alginate group in Studies II & III had a severe bleeding from the femoral artery reconstruction site. Nine (43%) out of 21 groins with synthetic graft infections in Study I had an infection-related complication, compared to 0 (0%) out of 12 groins in those that did not have a synthetic graft infection (p=0.012), and non-healing wounds were associated with amputation (p=0.005) and death (p=0.001). A median of 21 (IQR 15-30) dressing changes were performed in the NPWT group, compared to 73 (IQR 51-98) (p=0.001) in the alginate group in Studies II & III. Compared to alginate therapy, NPWT saved the nurses 4.5 hours of work the first week after surgical revision in Study III. The total costs for the NPWT and alginate group in Study III were the same, of which 87% and 83%, respectively, were attributed to in-hospital costs. In Study III, estimation of Euroqol 5 Dimensions instrument and Brief Pain Inventory showed no differences at respective time points between the two groups. In Study IV an overall theme emerged from the descriptions of the experiences of patients with deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery undergoing NPWT at home, namely that it meant a transition from being a dependent patient to a person who needs to be involved and have self-care competence. A need to feel prepared for this before discharge from hospital was expressed. Lack of information and feelings of uncertainty prolonged the time before feeling confident in managing the treatment. The informants gradually accepted the need to be tied to a machine, became competent in its management, and found solutions to perform everyday tasks. Overall, it was a relief to be treated at home.

Conclusion: NPWT in patients with deep perivascular SSI after vascular surgery is superior to traditional alginate therapy in terms of wound healing and cost-effectiveness. Patients expressed several benefits of treatment with NPWT at home. However, they experienced unnecessary stress and anxiety due to lack of information on the treatment and instruction concerning the equipment. Therefore, adequate information and education must be provided.
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Abstract

**Background:** Surgical site infection (SSI) in the groin after vascular surgery is common and deep perivascular infection leads to long periods of hospitalization, sometimes to amputation and/or death. Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) is increasingly used for treating wounds such as deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery, but there is no scientific evidence supporting its benefit over traditional wound therapy.

**Aims:** To study the effect of NPWT on wound healing, complications, resource use, quality of life, cost-effectiveness, and to explore the experiences of patients with deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery undergoing NPWT at home.

**Methods:** A retrospective study was performed on consecutive patients undergoing NPWT between 2004 and 2006, and a randomized controlled trial was conducted between 2007 and 2011, where patients undergoing NPWT were compared to those treated with a traditional alginate dressing. Finally, a qualitative interview study was conducted between 2013 and 2014, in which patients undergoing NPWT in the outpatient setting were interviewed 7-14 days after discharge.

**Results:** Twenty-eight patients/33 groins were studied in Study I, ten patients in each group in Studies II & III and 15 patients in Study IV. The median wound healing time was 55 days in Study I, 57 days in the NPWT group compared to 104 in the alginate group (p=0.026) in Studies II & III and 58 days in Study IV. The graft preservation rate in NPWT patients was 83%, 86% and 85% in Studies I, II/III and IV, respectively. Bacterial clearance from the wound was the same in the NPWT and alginate group in Studies II & III. One patient in the NPWT and one in the alginate group in Studies II & III had a severe bleeding from the femoral artery reconstruction site. Nine (43%) out of 21 groins with synthetic graft infections in Study I had an infection-related complication, compared to 0 (0%) out of 12 groins in those that did not have a synthetic graft infection (p=0.012), and non-healing wounds were associated with amputation (p=0.005) and death (p<0.001). A median of 21 (IQR 15-30) dressing changes were performed in the NPWT group, compared to 73 (IQR 51-98) (p<0.001) in the alginate group in Studies II & III. Compared to alginate therapy, NPWT saved the nurses 4.5 hours of work the first week after surgical revision in Study III. The total costs for the NPWT and alginate group in Study III were the same, of which 87% and 83%, respectively, were attributed to in-hospital costs. In Study III, estimation of Euroqol 5 Dimensions instrument and Brief Pain Inventory showed no differences at respective time points between the two groups. In Study IV an overall theme emerged from the descriptions of the experiences of patients with deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery undergoing NPWT at home,
namely that it meant a transition from being a dependent patient to a person who needs to be involved and have self-care competence. A need to feel prepared for this before discharge from hospital was expressed. Lack of information and feelings of uncertainty prolonged the time before feeling confident in managing the treatment. The informants gradually accepted the need to be tied to a machine, became competent in its management, and found solutions to perform everyday tasks. Overall, it was a relief to be treated at home.

Conclusion: NPWT in patients with deep perivascular SSI after vascular surgery is superior to traditional alginate therapy in terms of wound healing and cost-effectiveness. Patients expressed several benefits of treatment with NPWT at home. However, they experienced unnecessary stress and anxiety due to lack of information on the treatment and instruction concerning the equipment. Therefore, adequate information and education must be provided.
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APSP  Acute post-surgical pain
ASA  American Society of Anesthesiologists
BPI  Brief Pain Inventory
CDC  Center for Disease Control and Prevention (USA)
CLI  Critical limb ischemia
CFUs  Colony-forming units
CRP  C-reactive protein
EQ-5D 3L  EuroQol 5 - Dimensions instrument, 3 levels
FDA  Food and Drug Administration (USA)
HRQoL  Health-related quality of life
IQR  Interquartile range
NPWT  Negative pressure wound therapy
PROM  Patient-reported outcome measures
PU  Polyurethane
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QoL  Quality of life
RCT  Randomized controlled trial
SBU  Statens beredning för medicinsk och social utvärdering
SF-36  The Short Form (36) Health Survey
SSI  Surgical site infection
VAS  Visual analogue scale
WBP  Wound bed preparation
Introduction

The most common complication among hospital patients is healthcare-associated infections (Burke, 2003). The most frequent healthcare-associated infections in Europe are respiratory tract infections (23.5%), followed by surgical site infections (SSIs) (19.6%) and urinary tract infections (19.0%) (Suetens et al., 2013). Deep postoperative wound infections, especially in the groin after vascular surgery, are a major problem in the care of patients who have undergone vascular surgery. The infection of a vascular graft in the groin may lead to catastrophic consequences for the patient; a long hospital stay, increased risk of morbidity (Exton & Galland, 2007), amputation or mortality (Szilagyi et al., 1972; Mayer et al., 2011; Turtiainen & Hakala, 2014), as well as increased costs to society (Mayer et al., 2011). Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) is a treatment modality for wound complications that is being used increasingly for deep SSIs, both for subcutaneous infection, Szilagyi grade II (Mayer et al., 2011), and perivascular Szilagyi grade III infections (Dosluoglu et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2011; Berger et al., 2012; Verma et al., 2015). NPWT has become a popular and attractive treatment alternative for infections in groin incisions after vascular surgery (Szilagyi et al., 1972), but there is no scientific evidence supporting its benefit over traditional wound therapy. No randomized controlled trials have been carried out to compare NPWT with traditional wound treatment. Furthermore, very few studies have been conducted including patient-reported outcomes such as quality of life and patients’ experiences of NPWT, and no studies could be found on NPWT in the outpatient care setting in patients with deep perivascular infection in the groin after vascular surgery. There is thus a need for knowledge and scientific evidence on the efficacy and safety of NPWT in treating vascular SSIs in the groin, in particular, to evaluate wound healing time, wound complications, resource use, costs, cost-effectiveness, and patient suffering and experiences.
Background

Wounds

Wounds are categorized as acute, chronic or complicated (Velnar et al., 2009). Acute wounds following surgical incision or trauma heal within a limited time frame and in a specific manner. A chronic wound develops when the wound does not heal, or does not heal as expected (Stadelmann, 1998; Enoch & Leaper, 2008; Velnar et al., 2009). Complicated wounds are characterized by infection or loss of tissue caused, for instance, by the resection of tissue after cancer surgery (Velnar et al., 2009). The wound healing process is the same, regardless of the type of wound, and involves four phases: inflammation, reconstruction, epithelialization and maturation (Johnstone et al., 2005).

Inflammation – In the case of bleeding, vasoconstriction and activation of the haemostatic system occur, which result in the aggregation of platelets and the formation of a platelet plug (Johnstone et al., 2005) (Figure 1). Fibrin strings are also formed to strengthen the platelet plug. Growth factors are directed to the wound, attracting white blood cells. Polymorph nuclear leukocytes (also called granulocytes) provide defence against bacteria and remove dead tissue (Stadelmann, 1998). In the case of infected, necrotic or chronic wounds, wound healing may be prolonged by an extended period of inflammation (Hanson et al., 2005; Johnstone et al., 2005). Prolonged inflammation leads to increased levels of matrix metalloproteinases, decreased levels of growth factors (Schultz et al., 2003; Milne, 2015) and decreased release of cytokines, all of which impair wound healing (Johnstone et al., 2005).
Figure 1
*Inflammation phase*: leads to the formation of a platelet plug and the release of growth factors that attract white blood cells. Polymorph nuclear leukocytes prove defence against bacteria. Illustration: Stine Høxbroe, Copenhagen, Denmark.

*Reconstruction* – Release of growth factors in the wound, which attract fibroblasts and macrophages to the wound cavity (Figure 2). Fibroblasts produce collagen and elastin, and macrophages stimulate the growth of new vessels, (angiogenesis) (Johnstone et al., 2005). This phase is characterized by the formation of granulation tissue (Velnar et al., 2009). Fibroblasts also have the ability to contract the wound edges towards each other, thus reducing the wound volume. This may cause problems in very large wounds such as those caused by burns (Johnstone et al., 2005).
**Epithelialization** – Macrophages release epidermal growth factors which stimulate the formation of new epithelial cells from the wound edges or from sweat glands and hair follicles (Johnstone et al., 2005). Epithelialization ceases when the wound edges join (Velnar et al., 2009). This process is delayed by necrotic tissue or slough in the wound (Johnstone et al., 2005).

**Maturation** – The wound is strengthened by the remodelling of collagen, which becomes more organised and solid (Johnstone et al., 2005). The healed wound has approximately 80% of the solidity of the original intact tissue (Velnar et al., 2009). The wound healing and remodelling process may be impaired in patients suffering from malnutrition. The maturation phase may last for several months for closed wounds and for several years in open wounds (Johnstone et al., 2005).
Surgical wounds

Incisions are made in the skin during surgery to expose underlying structures, tissues and organs prior to surgical procedures (Toon et al., 2015a). After surgery, the wound is usually closed by drawing the wound edges together with sutures, staples, clips or tissue glue (Toon et al., 2015b). This is termed primary wound closure (Toon et al., 2015a). An infected wound may be left open to allow wound cleansing, and secondary wound closure usually takes place 10–14 days after primary surgery.

Definition of surgical site infection

SSIs are categorized as superficial, deep or organ/space according to the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (CDC SSI, 2016).

- **Superficial incisional SSI**
  - Occurs within 30 days after any operative procedure
  - Involves only the skin and subcutaneous tissue
    - *And* – at least one of the following:
      - Purulent drainage from the incision
      - Identified organism from an aseptically obtained culture of fluid or tissue from the superficial tissue
    - Superficial incision opened by a surgeon, the attending physician or other designee and culture- or non-culture-based testing is not performed
      - *And* – at least one of the following symptoms of infection:
        - Pain or tenderness
        - Localized swelling
        - Erythema
        - Heat
  - A superficial incision infection diagnosed by a surgeon, the attending physician or other designee

- **Deep incisional SSI**
  - Occurs within 30 days or 90 days after an operative procedure depending on the type of procedure:
    - in vascular surgery within 30 days: abdominal aortic aneurysm repair
    - in vascular surgery within 90 days: peripheral vascular bypass surgery
  - Involves deep tissue (muscle and fascial layer)
And – at least one of the following:
- Purulent drainage from deep tissue
- Deep tissue dehiscence or wound opened by surgeon. Organism identified by culture- or non-culture-based microbiologic testing for the purpose of clinical diagnosis

And – at least one of the following symptoms of infection:
- Fever >38°C
- Pain
- Negative findings of culture- or non-culture-based test does not meet the criterion
  - Evidence of infection involving deep tissue or the finding of an abscess

- **Organ/space SSI**
  - Occurs within 30 days or 90 days after an operative procedure depending on the type of procedure:
    - in vascular surgery within 30 days: abdominal aortic aneurysm repair
    - in vascular surgery within 90 days: peripheral vascular bypass surgery
  - SSI involving the body – deeper than muscle or fascial layer
  - Opened or manipulated during the operative procedure
    And – at least one of the following criteria:
    - Purulent drainage from organ/space through some form of drain
    - Culture- or non-culture-based microbiological testing for the purpose of clinical diagnosis
    - Evidence of infection involving organ/space or finding of an abscess
  - CDC Expert Group recommended diagnosis of organ/space SSI made by surgeon only

**Definition of the severity of SSIs in vascular surgery**

The severity of SSIs in vascular surgery patients is classified according to Szilagyi et al. (1972).
- Grade I – infection limited to dermis
- Grade II – infection in the subcutaneous tissue not involving the artery or graft material
- Grade III – infection involving the artery and/or graft material
Risk factors for SSI

Risk factors for SSI are divided into patient-, procedure- and environment-related factors (Table 1). Low serum albumin, high age, critical limb ischaemia (CLI), diabetes mellitus, smoking and overweight are general patient-related risk factors for vascular SSI (Cheadle, 2006; Neumayer et al., 2007; Owens & Stoessel, 2008). Procedure-related risk factors include factors such as inadequate preoperative showers, poor surgical technique and prolonged operation time (Cheadle, 2006; Neumayer et al., 2007; Owens & Stoessel, 2008). An operation time that exceeds four hours is associated with an increased risk of developing SSI (Cheadle, 2006). Patients classified as having an increased risk of perioperative complications according to the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) classification, ASA class ≥ 2, or those undergoing acute surgery have an increased risk of developing SSI (Neumayer et al., 2007). SSIs are often caused by the patients’ own bacterial flora, but may also be caused by exogenous sources such as the surgical team, operating theatre, or the flow of personnel to and from the operating theatre (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2012b).

Patients undergoing vascular surgery may often have multiple patient- and procedure-related risk factors for SSI. Some of the most prevalent patient-related risk factors in vascular surgery patients are diabetes mellitus, smoking, coronary arterial disease, CLI, remote infection of a foot ulcer, hypertension, obesity and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Wiseman et al., 2015). The most common procedure-related factors are lengthy operations ≥ four hours, infrainguinal groin incisions, acute or reoperation and hypothermia due to shock (Inui & Bandyk, 2015).

The incidence of vascular SSI is highly dependent on the type of surgical procedure performed. The incidence of SSI after carotid artery surgery has been reported to be 0.2% (Greenstein et al., 2007). The rate of SSI after open repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm has been found to be 2.4%, and is higher in overweight patients, 6.3% (Giles et al., 2010). Most importantly, the incidence of SSI in patients with CLI in the lower extremities after vascular surgery has been reported to be 27% (Turtiainen et al., 2010).
SSI in the groin after vascular surgery

The infrainguinal groin area is a contaminated area prone to vascular SSI. (Turtiainen et al., 2012; Turtiainen & Hakala, 2014; Inui & Bandyk, 2015). Reported rates of SSI after vascular procedures involving groin incisions are summarized in Table 2. If the fascia has been cut and opened to expose the common femoral artery there is an increased risk that a superficial SSI may develop into a deep perivascular SSI (Szilagyi grade III) (van der Slegt et al., 2014). The risk of deep SSI has also been reported to increase after surgical revision. A high Rutherford class of the severity of CLI was found to be a significant risk factor for both superficial and deep SSI (van der Slegt et al., 2014). The groin area harbours a high burden of bacteria in a warm moist environment, and often has multiple skin folds. All these factors are favourable for bacterial growth. There are also a number of lymphatic vessels in the groin, which may be cut inadvertently, leading to lymphorrhea or lymphocele (Ploeg et al., 2009; Pejkic et al., 2014). Lymphocele may also favour bacterial growth. Lymphorrhea may sometimes be copious and uncontrolled, resulting in dampness of the patient and bedclothes, requiring the bedclothes to be changed several times per day, which further increases the risk of wound infection. The groin area is also a highly mobile area, and too much movement may hamper the wound healing process after surgery. In particular, traditional wound dressings tend to attach poorly in this area.
Table 2
Reported rates of SSI in vascular procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vascular surgical procedure</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Rate of SSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular surgery (lower limb revascularization and open aortic surgery)</td>
<td>Turtiainen (2010)</td>
<td>26.6% of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limb revascularization</td>
<td>Turtiainen (2012)</td>
<td>21.9% of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groin infections after vascular surgery</td>
<td>Hasselmann (2015b)</td>
<td>19.0% of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of endovascular aneurysm repair to open vascular surgery = 64%:36%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matatov (2013)</td>
<td>30.2% of groins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of endovascular aneurysm repair to open vascular surgery = 24%:76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endovascular aortic aneurysm repair</td>
<td>Hasselmann (2015a)</td>
<td>4.4% of groins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signs of wound infection may range from redness, swelling and localized pain in superficial SSIs, to purulent wound secretion and false arterial aneurysm (pseudo-aneurysm) in deep perivascular infections (Engin et al., 2005) (Figure 3).

Figure 3
Female patient with an infected synthetic femoro-popliteal by-pass prosthesis. Note the pus in the right groin (long arrow) and the cutaneous fistula further down (short arrow). The patient underwent complete removal of the bypass with severe bleeding as a consequence, and died postoperatively due to acute myocardial infarction. Photo: © S. Acosta
It is important to be aware of the possible presence of a biofilm in an infected wound, particularly in synthetic graft infections. A biofilm is composed of a matrix of bacteria and is formed to protect the bacteria against the conditions in the environment, and may thus promote bacterial growth. Biofilms are resistant to antibiotics and most other forms of antibacterial treatment. Thorough surgical revision, ensuring the mechanical removal of any biofilm, is therefore very important in deep SSIs (Wilkins et al., 2014). The often extensive revisions in deep perivascular infections lead to large wounds requiring secondary healing (Figure 4). It is important to take tissue biopsies for bacterial cultures when performing revision since swabs of the surface area have been shown to be insufficient to diagnose the bacteria responsible for the infection (Høiby et al., 2015).

Deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery are associated with higher rates of morbidity (Exton & Galland, 2007), amputation and death (Szilagyi et al., 1972; Mayer et al., 2011; Turtiainen & Hakala, 2014). The risk of infection is increased when synthetic material is used compared to autogenous vein material.
(Turtiainen & Hakala, 2014). It may be necessary to remove the infected graft to enable wound healing. This is a dangerous surgical procedure that exposes the patient to the risk of severe bleeding complications and death. If no reconstruction is possible after graft removal, major amputation is often required and survival is poor (Turtiainen & Hakala, 2014).

**Prevention of SSI**

*Preoperative skin antisepsis*

Preoperative bathing or showering with chlorhexidine solution is common practice before surgical procedures (Webster & Osborne, 2015). The area is also washed with antiseptic solution in the operating theatre immediately prior to surgical incisions (Dumville et al., 2015a). The aim of both these procedures is to remove as many of the microorganisms present on the skin as possible, and thereby prevent SSI. It is currently recommended that patients take three to five preoperative showers with antiseptic solutions to reduce the risk of SSI (Jakobsson et al., 2011). However, in a recent review, Webster & Osborne (2015) found no clear evidence of any benefits of preoperative baths or showers with chlorhexidine, compared to other washing products, in reducing SSI. Some evidence has been found that preoperative skin antisepsis in the operating theatre is beneficial. A preparation containing 0.5% chlorhexidine in methylated spirits was found to be associated with a lower rate of SSI than alcohol-based povidone iodine in clean surgery (Dumville et al., 2015a). This suggests that in everyday clinical work practitioners should consider the cost and potential side effects when choosing routines for skin antisepsis (Dumville et al., 2015a).

*Preoperative hand antisepsis*

Healthcare professionals involved in surgical procedures routinely carry out surgical hand antisepsis to reduce the risk of SSI. However, there is no clear evidence showing which is the most effective method of hand antisepsis. Studies have shown that soap including chlorhexidine gluconate may reduce the number of colony-forming units (CFUs) on the hands compared with povidone iodine (Tanner et al., 2016). The time taken to wash the hands may also be an important factor. Surgical hand antisepsis with chlorhexidine gluconate for 3 minutes has been found to reduce the number of CFUs more than a 2-minute hand scrub. However, the quality of the studies was considered low (Tanner et al., 2016). Hygiene guidelines in Swedish healthcare are prescribed by the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare regarding basic hygiene in the healthcare and welfare services (SOSFS 2015:10), while regulations for healthcare professionals in the operating theatre are laid out in the Swedish Handbook for Healthcare (Handbook for Healthcare, 2016).
Environment in the operating theatre

The air quality in the operating theatre is influenced by personnel entering and leaving, the number of people in the operating theatre, and the length of the operation. An explorative study on air quality using air sampling and determination of the number of CFUs per m$^3$ during implant surgery following orthopaedic trauma, showed that a high flow of personnel has a strong negative impact on the operating room environment, and interventions aimed at preventing SSI by reducing traffic flow were recommended (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2012b).

Antibiotic prophylaxis

Antibiotic prophylaxis has played a central role in the prevention of SSIs after vascular surgery since the 1970s (Kaiser et al., 1978). In a recent systematic review on the prevention of SSI it was concluded that antibiotic prophylaxis may still be the most important factor in reducing SSI after peripheral vascular surgery (Turtiainen et al., 2014). Timely administration of antibiotics, in relation to the start of surgery, is important so as to afford the maximum preventive effect. In a recent study on patients undergoing orthopaedic surgery, it was found that the timing of the administration of intravenous antibiotic prophylaxis was often neglected and that only 49% were given antibiotic prophylaxis within the recommended time interval of 30 minutes before the start of surgery (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2012a).

Impact of surgical techniques on SSI

Atraumatic surgical technique is important in reducing SSI. Great care must be taken when performing incisions and anatomic dissections to avoid lymphatic wound complications (Sandmann, 2016). Care should also be taken to stop bleeding before closure of the wound. Haematomas should be avoided, since bacterial growth. An expanding haematoma may also cause pressure necrosis of the overlying skin, particularly the closed wound edges, which may lead to secondary wound infection (Bandyk, 2008). Great care should be taken when separating the wound edges during surgery, and forceful pulling of the wound edges by retractors may result not only in skin ischaemia and wound edge necrosis, but also in damage to the lymphatic ducts (Sandmann, 2016). Extensive use of diathermy may lead to tissue necrosis (Bandyk, 2008). Groin incisions may be performed vertically or transversely depending on whether or not extensive exposure of the femoral arteries is needed. Vertical incisions are associated with higher wound complication rates than transverse, probably due to the larger dissection area, the longer exposure time of the vessels, longer operation time and poorer adaptation of the wound edges after skin closure (Swinnen et al., 2010).
**Pain**

All surgical procedures result in acute post-surgical pain (APSP), triggered by nociceptive, inflammatory or neuropathic stimulation of the peripheral nerve fibres. This process usually resolves within a reasonable postoperative period (Glass et al., 2015). Both under-treatment and over-treatment of APSP can lead to several postoperative problems and serious consequences for the patient (Agroff, 2014). A patient with severe APSP has a higher risk of suffering from complications such as a decrease in alveolar ventilation, hypertension, myocardial ischaemia and poor wound healing (Vadivelu, 2010). A correlation has also been found between APSP and the risk of developing persistent pain (Kehlet et al., 2006; Meeks et al., 2015). Therefore, the treatment of APSP could be improved by identifying patients with a high risk of developing APSP, and ensuring they receive adequate treatment.

**Nutrition**

It is important to consider the patient’s nutritional status before undertaking surgical procedure since it has been demonstrated that malnutrition is associated with increased infection rates and delayed wound healing (Stechmiller, 2010). For example, patients with hypoalbuminaemia undergoing total joint arthroplasty have been reported to have higher risks of SSI, pneumonia, long hospital stay and readmission than patients with normal albumin levels (Bohl et al., 2016). Risk assessment to identify patients at risk of malnutrition and preoperative nutritional optimization are simple strategies to prevent adverse outcomes due to malnutrition (de Luis et al., 2014; Golladay et al., 2016). If it is not possible to meet nutritional needs with oral nutrition, which is the most safe, cheap, and best method, then forced feeding with enteral or parenteral nutrition should be considered (de Luis et al., 2014).

**Care of surgical incisions**

Almost all surgical procedures result in wounds that heal by primary healing. Gauze or cotton absorbent dressings and adhesive tape or adhesive dressings are usually used to cover the surgical incision. Several different kinds of dressings are available for surgical wounds. However, there is still no evidence to suggest that a particular wound dressing is more effective than another in preventing SSI or reducing the rate of SSI (Dumville et al., 2014). The Cochrane review by Dumville et al. (2014) recommend, therefore, that decisions on wound dressing should be based on a combination of cost and the ability of the dressing to meet the needs in each case, e.g. the absorption of exudate.

Neither is there any clear guidance regarding when patients can take showers or baths postoperatively, or when the dressing should be removed. If bathing or showering is delayed postoperatively, sweat and dirt will accumulate on the body. The collection of large amounts of exudate will increase the risk of skin
maceration, which in turn can have negative effects on wound healing. No conclusive evidence has been found regarding the advantages or disadvantages of early (within 12 hours) versus delayed (>48 hours) postoperative showering or bathing in preventing SSI (Toon et al., 2015b), or with regard to early removal of the dressing (Toon et al., 2015a), indicating that randomized controlled trials of high scientific quality are needed in these areas (Toon et al. 2015a; Toon et al. 2015b).

Incisional negative pressure wound therapy
The results of two recent systematic reviews, involving meta-analysis of NPWT on closed surgical incisions, suggest that incisional NPWT may be able to reduce the rate of SSI (Semsarzadeh et al., 2015; Hyldig et al., 2016). The reason for this reduction appears to be the combined effects of the airtight dressing, minimizing the risk of contamination of the wound from bacteria in the perineal and groin area, the reduction of dead space, leaving the closed incision dry, counteracting the lateral retraction forces drawing the wound edges together (Wilkes et al., 2012), and the clearance of haematoma and/or seroma and oedema through the lymphatic drainage system (Kilpadi et al., 2011). One retrospective study has been carried out on SSI in the groin after vascular surgery including a comparative historical control group, in which it was found that NPWT was superior to standard wound treatment (Matatov et al., 2013). However, no randomized controlled trial (RCT) has yet been carried out on vascular surgery patients. Evidence-based data on incisional NPWT will be available in the near future. At the time of printing (September 2016) 51 RCTs were registered at ClinicalTrial.gov (http://clinicaltrial.gov) with the status “recruiting” or “completed”, of which eight studies include patients undergoing lower limb vascular surgery. To support recommendation in wound care and its role in reduction in wound complications, SSI, seroma/hematoma formation and wound dehiscence and improvement in surgical scar quality. There is an ongoing A clinical RCT is ongoing at our department to investigate whether NPWT of closed surgical incisions in the groin after vascular surgery can reduce the occurrence of SSI (Hasselmann et al., 2015a). Hopefully, the results of these studies will elucidate the role of NPWT in reducing wound complications, SSI and seroma/haematoma formation, allowing recommendations for wound care after vascular surgery to be formulated.

Treatment of SSI in the groin
Patients with graft infection or infection of the native femoral artery can be treated in several ways, from conservative treatment (Mayeret al., 2011) to aggressive vascular reconstructive surgery with graft excision and extra-anatomic bypass (van der Slegt et al., 2014).

Patients with wound infections and graft exposure may be treated in the following ways.
1. Local debridement(s), antibiotics and local wound treatment
2. Attempts to preserve the vascular reconstruction by *sartorius* or *rectus femoris* muscle flap coverage (Ger, 1976; Fischer et al., 2013)
3. Removal of synthetic material and replacement with autogenous vein material
4. Removal of the infected reconstruction and replacement with an antibiotic-impregnated graft (Inui & Bandyk, 2015)
5. Removal of the infected reconstruction and bypass using an extra-anatomic conduit (Engin et al., 2005; Inui & Bandyk, 2015)
6. Removal of the infected reconstruction with or without subsequent leg amputation (Inui & Bandyk, 2015)

A survey of current practice in the treatment of deep groin infections after vascular surgery at Scandinavian university hospitals was performed. The first strategy of wound treatment included NPWT (Table 3).

**Table 3**
First strategy in the treatment of deep groin infections after vascular surgery in Scandinavian university hospitals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Graft preservation</th>
<th>Wound dressing</th>
<th>Muscle flap coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Umeå</td>
<td>Synthetic material is replaced by vein</td>
<td>NPWT (not always)</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppsala</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Liberal use when grafts are exposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm, Karolinska Institute</td>
<td>Synthetic material is sometimes replaced by vein</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Örebro</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothenburg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Standard with synthetic graft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linköping</td>
<td>Synthetic material is replaced by vein</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmö</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki (Finland)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trondheim (Norway)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen (Denmark)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPWT</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wound treatment**

Wound treatment today is based on moist wound healing and wound bed preparation. Moist wound healing reduces fibrosis, soreness and pain. Wound bed preparation (WBP) is an approach intended optimize wound treatment based on the specific needs in each case, e.g. debridement and management of exudate and
bacteria or bacterial imbalance (Schultz et al., 2003). The TIME structure (see below) has been developed to provide a framework for WBP (Leaper et al., 2014).

**T = Tissue** – assessment of the tissue and the need for debridement for the removal of necrotic tissue, exudate, biofilm and other slough from the surface of the wound.

**I = Infection/inflammation** – assessment of the aetiology of the wound, signs of infection and the need for topical antiseptic or/and systematic antibiotic treatment.

**M = Moisture imbalance** – assessment of the aetiology and management of wound exudate and adjustment of wound treatment for an optimal moist wound environment.

**E = Edge of wound** – assessment of the status of the skin surrounding the wound and advancing or undermined wound edges.

The TIME framework can also be used to guide the documentation of wound appearance and the effects of wound treatment (Leaper et al., 2014). The measurement of the area of the wound and documentation of changes are important in the evaluation of wound treatment (Flanagan, 2003), and complement TIME. This is usually done by measuring the length, width and depth of the wound using a tape measure. However, these measures provide incomplete information on the wound area, depending on the wound edges are often undermined and irregular, and the wound may have cavities that cannot be easily measured. Different ways of measuring the area of the wound (Gethin & Cowman, 2006; Mayrovitz & Soontupe, 2009) and wound volume (Körber et al., 2006; Kecelj-Leskovec et al., 2007) have been evaluated in previous studies. The success of these method varies, and the techniques are often complicated and expensive. Visitrak™ (Smith & Nephew, Hull, UK) allows standardized assessment of the wound area. The Visitrak device makes use of a transparent film (Visitrak Grid) on which the outline of the wound is drawn. The film is then placed on the Visitrak device, which is a portable tablet, for calculation of the length and width of the wound and its area. A reduction in the area of the wound of 20–40% during the first two to four weeks after the first appearance of the wound is associated with wound healing within 12 weeks (Flanagan, 2003). Therefore, the aim of any form of wound treatment is to reduce the size and depth of the wound as quickly as possible.

**Alginate dressings**

Alginate dressings are absorbent wound care products that contain sodium and calcium fibres that absorb wound exudate and blood (Lindholm & Grauers, 2011). As the dressing absorbs exudate or blood it become larger and more gel-like, and
an exchange of ions takes place between the calcium in the dressing and the sodium in the wound exudate. Alginate dressings are best suited to wounds with a large amount of exudate (Lindholm, 2012).

Negative pressure wound therapy in open wounds

NPWT is often instigated in open wounds after surgical revision of an infected wound. The wound cavity is then filled with a wound filler such as polyurethane (PU) foam or gauze. The wound is then covered with an adhesive PU film. A hole is cut in the plastic film and a suction adapter is placed above the hole, while the other end of the tube is connected to a vacuum device. The desired level of negative pressure is set, and NPWT is then induced. The exudate from the wound is collected and measured in a canister, which is an integrated part of the vacuum device (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. NPWT equipment and physiological effects of NPWT. Illustration by Stine Høxbroe, Copenhagen, Denmark](image)
History of negative pressure in wound healing

Negative pressure was used in some form already before the Roman Empire was established, more than 2000 years ago. The fluids in infected wounds were sucked out by so-called “mouth suckers”, who were considered indispensable in the Roman army. However, mouth sucking of wounds was not always successful. According to some historians, the last active pharaoh of Ptolemaic Egypt, Cleopatra, either killed herself, or was murdered, by the bite of an Egyptian cobra. Legend has it that mouth suckers were called to try to save her life, but to no avail. Cupping therapy is another ancient form of healing, dating from 3000 BC, in which local suction is created by applying heated cups over wounds to extract wound fluid (Harris, 1838). Dr G Bier developed the method at the end of the 18th century using glass cups of varying sizes and shapes, to treat wounds in different parts of the body (Miller, 2013). In 1952, Raffl (1952) described a temporary suction method to evacuate wound fluid by placing a drainage catheter connected to a vacuum source in the wound cavity in a patient undergoing breast reconstruction with skin flaps after radical mastectomy. This drainage method substantially improved the after-care of mastectomy patients. During the war between the Soviet Union and Afghanistan (1979–89) further developments were made in surgical techniques and wound care, and in 1985, a surgeon from the Soviet Union started to treat infected war wounds with foam sponges and negative pressure (Miller 2013). At the beginning of the 1990s, Dr Argenta and Dr Morykwas, from Wake Forest University in the USA, developed a NPWT system with PU sponges together with a medical company, KCI, in San Antonio, USA (Argenta & Morykwas, 1997). This was called vacuum-assisted closure, and the VAC system is widely used today to treat different kinds of wounds. Several commercial NPWT systems are currently available (Glass & Nanchahal, 2012). The positive clinical effects of NPWT have led to refinements of the method, and the indications have been extended (Vig et al., 2011; Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011).

Physiological effects of NPWT

Oedema has negative effects on wound healing due to increased interstitial pressure, decreased blood flow and reduced oxygen tension in the wound. The decrease in nutrition to the wound edges leads to poorer resistance to infection and delayed wound healing. NPWT reduces the oedema by active suction drainage. The wound cavity will still be moist due to the closed environment (Borgquist et al. 2011a). Experimental studies have demonstrated that NPWT induces a decrease in microvascular blood flow 0.5 cm from the wound edges, and an increase in blood flow 2.5 cm from the wound edges (Borgquist et al., 2010b; Borgquist et al., 2011a; Malmşjö & Ingemansson, 2011). The negative pressure distributes the mechanical forces in the wound, leading to mechanical stress/contraction (Figure
Angiogenesis is directly influenced by this mechanical stress (Banwell & Musgrave, 2004). NPWT causes contraction of the wound edges, which promotes wound healing (Borgquist et al., 2011b).

**Wound fillers**

Different types of wound fillers, such as PU or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) foam, and gauze, are used with NPWT. The manufacturer KCI uses different colours to code their sponges: black PU foam has large air pores (400–600 μm), grey foam, which is used in automated topical wound exudate distribution and removal (VAC VeraFloTM), has a pore size of 133–600 μm, while white PVA foam has a smaller pore size of 60–270 μm. The black PU foam is more permeable to fluid and blood products than the white PVA foam, however, ingrowth of the adjacent tissue is higher in the black foam than in white foam or in gauze (Malmsjö et al., 2012). The black foam is mainly used when there is rich fluid secretion from the wound, and when rapid granulation of tissue is considered possible. The white foam and gauze are mainly used when sensitive structures such as tendons, nerves and blood vessels are exposed in the wound, to avoid damage to these structures, and to allow easier and more pain-free removal of the dressings during dressing changes (Malmsjö et al., 2012) (Christensen et al., 2013). In an experimental study in larger wounds, foam was found to enable a higher degree of wound contraction than gauze (Malmsjö & Ingemansson, 2011). However, no difference was found in wound contraction or wound healing time between PU foam and gauze in smaller wounds. No difference was observed between the two wound fillers in the microcirculation when measuring the blood flow 2.5 cm from the wound edges, whereas PU foam led to a more pronounced decrease in microcirculation 0.5 cm from the wound edges than gauze (Malmsjö & Ingemansson, 2011). It has also been reported that PU foam leads to a thick layer of granulation tissue, whereas PVA foam and gauze lead to thinner granulation tissue.

**Pressure level**

The standard negative pressure in NPWT is usually -125 mm Hg when using commercially available equipment. This recommendation is based on the original experimental work performed by the inventors (Morykwas et al., 1997), where a significant increase in granulation tissue was found at -125 mm Hg compared to no negative pressure at all. In a later study, no difference in tissue granulation was seen between -25 mm Hg and 0 mm Hg, whereas -500 mm Hg had harmful effects on the granulation tissue (Morykwas et al., 2001). The recommended pressure level today varies between -40 and -150 mm Hg, depending on the wound and the patient. If the wound is located in the foot and the patient has peripheral arterial
insufficiency, higher pressure levels should be avoided. Lower pressure levels are also recommended if NPWT causes pain. In general, rich secretion of fluid from the wound requires higher pressure levels for better wound control and healing.

NPWT may be delivered in the continuous, variable (cycles with high and low negative pressure) or intermittent mode (on-off). A commonly used cycle in the intermittent mode is five minutes of NPWT and two minutes without. Several experimental studies have shown that intermittent therapy leads to faster growth of granulation tissue than continuous therapy (Morykwas et al., 1997; Malmsjö et al., 2012). Wound contraction is more pronounced following intermittent and variable NPWT than continuous NPWT (Malmsjö et al., 2012). Morykwas et al. (1997) also reported that intermittent NPWT led to a higher rate of granulation tissue formation than continuous mode, and that both intermittent and continuous mode led to a significantly higher rate of granulation tissue formation than a wet-to-moist saline gauze dressing. However, intermittent NPWT suffers from the drawback that some patients experience pain every time suction is applied. Another problem associated with intermittent therapy is that the dressing may be filled with wound exudate during the off period, which may lead to detachment of the adhesive film over time, leakage and the need for re-dressing (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011). In another study on intermittent NPWT, cycles of high and low pressure (-80 mm Hg and -10 mm Hg) were found to have similar effects to on-off mode (-80 mm Hg and 0 mm Hg) (Borgquist et al., 2010a).

**NPWT and biofilm burden**

There is conflicting evidence regarding the effect of NPWT on the biofilm burden. Experimental studies have shown a NPWT-mediated reduction in *Staphylococcus epidermidis* and *Staphylococcus aureus* (Banwell & Musgrave, 2004; Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011), whereas clinical studies have shown the opposite (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011; Glass & Nanchahal, 2012). The current recommendation is that NPWT can be used as an adjunctive therapy to systemic antibiotics and debridement of necrotic and infected wounds (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011).

**Clinical indications of NPWT in open wounds**

NPWT is widely used in acute wounds in the management of trauma, SSI, diabetic foot ulcers, skin grafts, open abdomen wounds, pressure ulcers and venous leg ulcers (Banwell & Musgrave, 2004; Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011; Borgquist et al., 2011b). NPWT may be used to achieve a clean granulated wound suitable for secondary suture, split-thickness skin grafting or reconstructive procedures with free muscle flaps, or simply allowed to granulate to full skin epithelialization (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011; Vig et al., 2011).
Contraindications for NPWT

NPWT should not be applied over a tissue with necrosis and slough/debris, untreated osteomyelitis, non-enteric and unexplored fistulas, exposed vessels or nerves, anastomotic sites, bone or tendons (FDA, 2016). Wounds resulting from the removal of malignant tumours should not be treated with NPWT due to the theoretical risk of seeding and spreading of malignant cells. NPWT can be used in selected palliative cases if it is believed that better local control of the malignant wound can be achieved (Banwell & Musgrave, 2004).

NPWT in vascular surgery patients with open wounds

The most common application of NPWT within vascular surgery is in the treatment of SSIs, fasciotomy wounds and open abdomen wounds (Cheng et al., 2014; Acosta et al., 2016). NPWT may be used in SSIs in groin and leg incisions after peripheral vascular surgery and in groin incisions after aortic endovascular surgery (Mayer et al., 2011). NPWT seems to be useful in the treatment of fasciotomy wounds after ischaemia–reperfusion syndrome in vascular surgery patients (Saziye et al., 2011). If split-thickness skin grafting is necessary in fasciotomy, NPWT may help achieve a better skin graft take (Nguyen et al., 2015).

NPWT should be used with caution in patients with CLI with foot wounds (Wallin et al., 2011). Wounds may not heal if revascularization is not performed prior to the start of NPWT, but if revascularization not is possible or has failed, NPWT may still be attempted (Vig et al., 2011).

NPWT has been reported to be useful in a hybrid approach for infected vascular reconstructions (Thorbjørnsen et al., 2016) that consist of:

1. relining the infected reconstruction with a stent graft (Figure 6)
2. surgical revision without clamping the reconstruction, and
3. NPWT to permit granulation and secondary delayed healing (Figure 7).
Figure 6
Wound in a patient who had previously undergone patch reconstruction of the left common femoral artery. Patch infection and pseudoaneurysm developed. An endovascular procedure was then performed, and access was gained to the arterial circulation through the right common femoral artery. A stent graft was placed over the whole length of the patch, and NPWT was started after surgical wound revision (EndoVAC therapy; Thorkjærnsen et al., 2016). Photo: © S. Acosta

Figure 7
The same patient as in figure 6, at 2-year follow-up. No signs of infection were present, neither clinically nor at CT angiography. The stent graft was patent and the ankle-brachial index was normal (1.0). Photo: © S. Acosta
Cost

The main cost drivers in wound treatment is the length of hospital stay, followed by the frequency of dressing changes, the time taken for the wound to heal and possible complications, and not the wound dressing material (Marsh et al., 2012). SSIs result in prolonged hospital stays and high care costs (de Lissovoy et al., 2009). It has been reported that, on average, SSIs extended the length of hospital stay by ten days, while increasing costs by 20 000 US dollars per admission (de Lissovoy et al., 2009). More economic analysis, including the length of hospital stay, complications, the need for surgery, personnel resource use, wound dressing material and wound healing time, is warranted in patients treated with NPWT compared to traditional methods (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011).

Cost-effectiveness

The cost of treatment should be considered in relation to the clinical outcome of wound healing. If the clinical outcome is superior but the cost for wound treatment is high, is it highly likely that the treatment is cost-effective (Marsh et al., 2012) (Figure 8).

![Figure 8](model-of-cost-effectiveness-presented-by-professor-c-phillips-2016)
NPWT in the out-patient care setting

The duration of hospital stay has decreased in Sweden during recent decades due to limited financial and personnel resources. This poses considerable challenges to both healthcare organisations and the individual patient (Government Office of Sweden, 2015). This means that patients are discharged, often with residual care needs, to the home environment, where they not only require support from informal carers and/or home care services, but are expected to manage their care themselves.

Technical advancements have made it possible for patients to continue advanced treatment in their own home, and a higher number of patients are now being treated with NPWT at home. However, since NPWT treatment of deep perivascular wound infections is off-label use, there are currently no general national or international clinical practice guidelines although local guidelines have been developed. The clinical practice guidelines for NPWT in patients with deep perivascular wound infections state that patients should be treated in hospital as long as a vascular graft, a native artery or synthetic graft is exposed. Once the artery or synthetic graft is covered with granulation tissue the patient can be discharged and their treatment continued at home with a portable vacuum device. However, the patient’s ability to manage the equipment at home must be assessed before discharge (Figure 9).

Figure 9
Patient with a portable vacuum device at discharge.
Patient-reported outcomes

Patient-reported outcome measures (PROM) is a comprehensive term covering patient-reported tools that can provide insight into the patients’ perspective of health, and their perceptions of how disease and treatment affect their quality of life (QoL). PROM instruments can be designed to provide information about important areas such as health status, health-related quality of life (HRQoL), QoL, wellbeing, satisfaction with treatment, symptoms and functioning (Meadows, 2011).

Knowledge about how disease and/or treatment affect patients’ daily life is important. Therefore, the patients’ perspective should also be included in epidemiological, clinical and health economic research. The concept of HRQoL is not only intended to recognise subjective factors, but also plays an important role in the evaluation of healthcare due to the increasing prevalence of chronic health conditions requiring long-term treatment and care (Bullinger & Quitmann, 2014). It is important to choose the appropriate instrument in a specific area of interest, and to carry out the survey at the right time. Timely studies may increase the motivation of the respondents to answer the questions and the commitment of those performing the data collection (McGrail et al., 2012).

Quality of life

A patient suffering from a medical condition such as an SSI, will experience a degree of suffering, which may have a negative influence on their quality of life (QoL). QoL is a complex concept, and was introduced by The World Health Organization (WHO) (The WHOQOL Group, 1995). The WHO defines quality of life as “an individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns” (WHO, 1997). To meet the needs of clinical medicine and clinical trials, the term health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is often used. It is generally agreed that relevant aspects of HRQoL include general health, physical functioning, physical symptoms, and emotional, cognitive and social functioning (Fayer & Machin, 2016). It is important to consider the patient’s own perception of their QoL since studies have shown that observers are poor judges of patients’ opinions. The perceptions of both relatives and healthcare professionals have proven to differ from those obtained from patients when completing QoL questionnaires (Fayer & Machin, 2016). A major part of QoL research has focused on the development of instruments. Two different approaches are used in QoL instruments: generic and disease-specific. These instruments are multi-dimensional and attempt to assess various dimensions from the patient’s point of view (Bullinger, 2002).
Quality of life measurements

Several generic QoL instruments are available, such as the EuroQol 5-Dimensions instrument (EQ-5D) and the Short-Form (36) Health Survey (SF 36) (Bullinger, 2002). Generic instruments are used irrespective of the diagnosis or condition, and provide a description of an individual’s general health profile, including physical, psychological and social aspects (Fayer & Machin, 2016). Generic instruments allow comparisons between different diseases and populations. However, this broad approach may be less sensitive to changes associated with a specific diagnosis or treatment, leading to reduced responsiveness (Rabin & de Charro, 2001; Bullinger, 2002). Depending on the aim of the study, the general recommendation is that a generic instrument should be used in combination with a disease-specific instrument. Disease-specific instruments are used in a specific single area of disease, but they cannot be used to compare health outcomes in groups of patients with different diagnoses or treatments (Bullinger, 2002).

Studies have demonstrated that pressure ulcers have a social, physical and psychological impact on patients’ HRQoL (Gorecki et al., 2009). Factors that have been shown to affect HRQoL among patients with chronic leg ulcers are pain, decreased mobility, wound exudate and odour (Green et al., 2014). A number of wound-specific instruments exist. A systematic review of QoL instruments used to measure the impact of venous leg ulceration showed that the available instruments failed to discriminate between different causes of leg ulceration and to detect changes in QoL related to ulcer healing (Palfreyman et al., 2010). Few wound-specific instruments have been developed and psychometrically tested for Swedish conditions, and at the time this work started, no such instrument existed. Today, the wound-specific instrument, Cardiff Wound Impact Schedule, has been translated into Swedish and has been shown to have good psychometric properties in Swedish patients with diabetic foot ulcers, and hard-to-heal leg ulcers (Fagerdahl et al., 2014).

Pain

Patients with SSIs often suffer from pain (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2010), which can lead to higher levels of psychological stress (Matsuzaki & Upton, 2013). Stress, in turn, has been shown to be related to delayed wound healing (White, 2009). Pain causes considerable levels of suffering and reduces QoL (González-Consuerga & Verdú, 2011). For example, in a previous review it was found that pain was the most significant factor affecting HRQoL in patients suffering from venous leg ulcers. Furthermore, unrelieved pain increases the risk of complications and can evolve into chronic pain syndrome (Brennan et al., 2007).
Pain measurement

The Declaration of Montreal says that “access to pain management is a fundamental human right” (Cousins & Lynch, 2011). Valid, reliable and regularly performed pain assessment is vital for effective pain management (Barrett, 2007). However, the patient’s experience of pain should always be considered. Studies have shown that healthcare professionals tend to underestimate the patient’s pain (Idvall et al., 2005). There are several pain assessment scales, and one of the most common is the numeric rating scale, on which patients rate their pain from 0-10, where 0 means no pain and 10 is the worst pain imaginable (Breivik, 2008). A more comprehensive pain assessment instrument is the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) which, besides measuring pain severity, also measures the degree of interference with functions in everyday life (Cleeland, 2009).

Patients’ experiences of NPWT

Some qualitative studies have been carried out to investigate patients’ experiences of NPWT; the majority of which include patients with both acute and chronic wounds (Abbotts, 2010; Moffatt et al., 2011; Bolas & Holloway, 2012; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013; Upton & Andrews, 2013). It has been found that patients reported anxiety and worries about the technical equipment, and that NPWT affects their daily life (Bolas & Holloway, 2012; Fagerdahl et al., 2013; Upton & Andrews, 2013). In addition, pain has been demonstrated to be a problem especially during dressing change and directly after the dressing has been changed (Abbotts, 2010; Fagerdahl et al., 2013; Upton & Andrews, 2013). Having to carry the NPWT equipment led to decreased physical mobility because of the tube (Abbotts, 2010; Bolas & Holloway, 2012; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013; Upton & Andrews, 2013), and a feeling of being tied to the equipment (Fagerdahl et al., 2013; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013). Furthermore, patients described an increased feeling of illness as they were reminded about the wound when they were carrying around the NPWT equipment (Bolas & Holloway, 2012). It has also been found previously that patients were embarrassed by the odour during NPWT (Abbotts, 2010; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013), and that they longed for the return of normality to their life (Abbotts, 2010; Fagerdahl et al., 2013). Some studies revealed that the patients felt there was a lack of communication with healthcare professionals (Moffatt et al., 2011; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013), which in turn resulted in feelings of anxiety and worries concerning loss of control of the situation (Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013). However, information on the treatment and education about the treatment and on how to use the equipment seem to have a positive influence on patients’ experience of NPWT positively (Moffatt et al., 2011; Fagerdahl et al., 2013; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013).
The transition from hospital care to outpatient care

Before a patient can be discharged from hospital, they, their significant others, primary healthcare workers and/or municipal carers need to be properly prepared, which is a challenge in both the short and long term (Neiterman et al., 2015). Inadequate preparation and information result in feelings of insecurity and concern among patients (Boughton & Halliday, 2009). Furthermore, Hinami et al. (2014) reported an association between poor care coordination and higher risk of readmission. Thus, patients’ social needs are as important as their medical needs at the time of discharge (Neiterman et al., 2015). Patients are worried about what is going to happen in the next step of their care. They are worried about being discharged too early, leading to feelings of fear and anxiety (Ho et al., 2015). It has also been reported that patients who had undergone fast-track colonic cancer surgery experienced new unfamiliar symptoms that affected their everyday lives after discharge. These patients applied a “wait-and-see” strategy and did not contact the healthcare services until the situation became intolerable (Krogsgaard et al., 2014).

Shorter hospital stays have become a hallmark of the healthcare system of today, and the number of patients being treated with advanced methods at home will, therefore, probably increase. Evidence-based guidelines and solutions are necessary to meet the challenges this will pose. Furthermore, the majority of patients with perivascular infections after vascular surgery are elderly and frail with comorbidities, which means that they may need combined care efforts over an extended period.

Suffering from an SSI after a surgical procedure means that patient must undergo an intensive period of wound treatment, during which they experience turbulence, discomfort, limitations in everyday activities and uncertainty (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2010). The treatment of SSIs with NPWT has become more common, and patients are thus more dependent on healthcare services during wound treatment. Patients must also be involved in their own treatment to regain control of their life.

The change from health to illness and dependence on healthcare, and then regaining health within illness can be seen in the light of Meleis’ transition theory (Meleis, 2007).

A process of transition takes place when a person goes through a change in their life, their relationships, their health or their environment. Transitions are both the result of a change, and result in changes in life (Meleis et al., 2000). Individuals undergoing such a transition tend to be vulnerable to risks that may in turn affect their health and wellbeing. Gaining an understanding of this transition process may facilitate the identification of these risks (Meleis et al., 2000).
Studies have shown that patients experience a transition from one hospital to another, or between wards, as unpredictable, frightening and stressful, but also as a step towards recovery and relief (Uhrenfeldt et al., 2013). This may also be the case upon discharge from hospital. Healthcare professionals must therefore focus on patients’ outcome of transfers as safe, predictable and individual (Uhrenfeldt et al., 2013).

To be able to recognise a health–illness transition, healthcare professionals must consider the patterns of all transitions in a person’s life, rather than concentrating on only one specific type of transition (Meleis et al., 2000). To understand how patients experience the transition resulting from discharge from hospital, it is necessary to identify the factors that facilitate or impede progress towards achieving a healthy transition. Personal, environmental, community, cultural or societal conditions may influence the processes of a healthy transition and the outcome of such a transition. The transition process is complex, and involves several essential properties such as awareness, engagement, change and difference, time span and critical points and events (Meleis et al., 2000).
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Aims

The overall aim of this thesis was to study the effect of NPWT on wound healing, complications, resource use, quality of life, cost-effectiveness, and to explore the experiences of patients with deep perivascular groin infections after vascular surgery undergoing NPWT at home.

The specific aims were:

- to assess wound healing, amputation and mortality and factors associated with complications after NPWT in patients with perivascular surgical site infection in the groin.
- to compare wound healing time with NPWT vs best other treatment (alginate wound dressing) in patients with deep perivascular infection in the groin after vascular surgery.
- to compare NPWT with alginate wound dressing in terms of QoL, pain, resource use, cost and cost-effectiveness in patients with deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery.
- to explore experiences of NPWT at home, in patients with deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery, and management in daily life.
Methods

Ethics

Study I was performed within the framework of clinical follow-up study, and ethical approval was therefore not sought. Ethical approval was obtained for Studies II and III from the Regional Ethics Committee (No. 2006/616). Studies II and III were planned and initiated before the formal requirement for the registration of interventional studies in the “Clinical Trial Register” and this was therefore not done. An application for ethical approval was made and granted for Study IV (No. 2013/102).

The patients included in Studies II-IV were given written and verbal information about the studies, and it was emphasized that participation was voluntary. They were informed that they could withdraw from the study at any time without any consequences for their continuing care. Written informed consent was obtained for Studies II-IV.

After the inclusion of twenty patients for Studies II and III, the ethics of the studies were reconsidered. An interim analysis of the data clearly showed that NPWT was a superior form of treatment with regard to wound healing time, and it was thus considered unethical to continue the study using the alternative form of treatment.

In Study IV, individual interviews were conducted with patients treated with NPWT at home. There is a risk that interviews may be perceived as intrusive, and the researcher must therefore ensure that the questions are no more intrusive than necessary. Furthermore, the informants may feel that they are in a state of dependence. However, the interviewer was only present in the role of researcher, and was not involved in the care and wound treatment of the participating patients.

Setting

The four studies included in this thesis were performed on patients with deep perivascular infections in the groin after vascular surgery. The studies are carried out at Vascular Centre, Malmö, Skåne University Hospital in the southern part of
Sweden. Patients with deep infections in the groin underwent thorough surgical revision under local or general anaesthesia.

Definition of wound healing time

The wound healing time is the interval between surgical revision and full skin epithelialization by secondary delayed healing.

Study design

Study I was a retrospective study on consecutive patients from 2004 to 2006 with perivascular inguinal SSI receiving NPWT. All SSI were registered in the clinical register of postoperative surgical infections. The vacuum devices used in Study I were a VAC ATS during hospital treatment and a portable VAC Freedom unit upon discharge from hospital (both from KCI Medical, San Antonio, Texas, USA). During the period of this study, dressings were changed routinely three times a week both in hospital and at the outpatient setting.

Studies II and III were prospective RCTs conducted between 2007 and 2011 on the same patients. Based on the results obtained in Study I (where the median complete wound healing time was found to be 55 days in 27 groins), it was hypothesized that wound healing time with alginate wound dressing treatment would be 30 days longer. To be able to show that NPWT is superior to treatment with alginate dressings with 90% power and a 5% level of significance, 42 patients would have been required, 21 in each group (Altman, 1991). All patients underwent surgical revision before the start of the study. Multiple wound biopsies and swabs were usually obtained for cultures, and one sample was always taken near the graft or arteries. On the day after surgical revision, patients were randomized to either NPWT or alginate therapy, considered to be the best alternative treatment, using sealed opaque envelopes. NPWT was commenced either immediately or the day after surgical revision, and PU foam sponges were used as wound fillers together with a continuous negative pressure of 125 mm Hg using the VAC ATS vacuum device. Wound dressings were routinely changed three times per week. If an exposed vascular graft or native artery was visible, a non-adhesive silicone-based dressing (Mepitel®, Mölnlycke Health Care AB, Göteborg, Sweden) was first applied to cover and protect the exposed vessels, to minimize the risk of injury to the vessels and subsequent bleeding. The patients were treated in hospital as long as the graft or native artery was visible, without coverage by granulation tissue during dressing changes. Upon discharge from
hospital, the vacuum device was replaced by a portable ActiVAC® unit (KCI Medical). Subsequent dressing changes were performed at hospital, in the outpatient clinic near the ward for vascular surgery patients, by specialized nurses. When the wound had become small and shallow, NPWT was discontinued and alginate dressings were used.

In the patients randomized to the alginate dressing group, the dressings were used as wound fillers. These were covered by another absorptive dressing and fixed with adhesive tape. Two kinds of alginate dressings were used during the study period: Sorbalgon (Hartmann ScandiCare AB, Anderstorp, Sweden) and Melgisorb (Mölnlycke Health Care AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). Dressings were changed when they had become completely soaked (clinically indicated). Patients were not discharged if the graft or arteries were visible in the wound bed. After discharge from hospital, dressings were changed by district nurses, either at primary care facilities or at the patient’s home.

Study IV was an explorative qualitative interview study. The collected data were analysed using manifest and latent content analysis. All patients had a deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery, and were being treated with either the KCI ActiVAC system or an Avance NPWT unit (Mölnlycke Health Care), both of which are portable. The wound dressings were changed twice a week in the vascular surgical outpatient clinic at the hospital.

Participants

In Study I, 28 patients with deep perivascular groin infections being treated with NPWT were included. Five patients had bilateral deep perivascular groin infections, resulting in a total of 33 groin incisions in the study.

In Studies II and III, ten patients were randomized to NPWT and ten to treatment with alginate dressings. Patients were excluded if they did not consent, had any kind of cognitive impairment, or if it was anticipated that they would not be able to complete the study, for example, planned transfer to another hospital. During the study period, 46 patients were excluded. Nineteen patients did not fulfil the inclusion criteria, eleven did not want to participate, and sixteen were excluded due to the surgeon’s preference regarding treatment (i.e. they were not suitable for randomization to the two forms of treatment).

Fifteen patients treated with NPWT in their home were included in Study IV. The patients were invited to participate in the study the day before, or the day of, discharge from hospital. Exclusion criteria were inability to participate due to dementia, difficulties in understanding Swedish, transferral to another hospital, or living too far away from the hospital.
Data collection

Data collection for Study I was carried out between 1\textsuperscript{st} August 2004 and 31\textsuperscript{st} December 2006. Data were collected according to a predefined study protocol, including information on indications for operation/intervention, wound culture results, antibiotics, wound healing time, wound dressing changes and complications related to NPWT. Data collection started in January 2007.

Data collection for Studies II and III was carried out between February 2007 and November 2011. The patients were monitored each week by the nurse responsible for the study (CM) or by a nurse connected to the study, working at the outpatient clinic. At weekly check-ups the area of the wound area was measured using Vistitrak\textsuperscript{TM} (Sugama et al., 2007) (Smith & Nephew, Hull UK), and the depth with a Vistitrak depth indicator. Samples were collected for wound cultures and blood samples were collected for the analysis of C-reactive protein (CRP) and leukocytes (Table 4).

### Table 4
Data collection schedule for Studies II & III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study start</th>
<th>Every week</th>
<th>After 4 weeks</th>
<th>Full skin epithelialization</th>
<th>At the event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wound surface area</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound depth</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound culture</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood sampling: CRP, leukocytes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number dressing changes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound dressing material</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain (BPI)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRQoL (EQ-5D 3L)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complications, e.g. bleeding, amputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical debridement</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPWT completed and transition to traditional wound dressing for NPWT group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Study IV the interviews were performed 7-14 days after discharge from hospital during the period September 2013 to November 2014. Patients were able to choose the place for the interview, either at home or when visiting the vascular outpatient clinic. All interviews except one were performed in the participants’ home. The same researcher (CM) performed all the interviews using a semi-structured interview guide. The interview started by the researcher asking the participant to describe their experience of having NPWT at home. This was followed by questions on how the treatment affected their everyday life, the information they received before discharge and the functioning of the equipment. The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Health-related quality of life and pain

In Study III, HRQoL was measured at the start of the study and when the wound had healed, using the generic instrument EQ-5D 3L (Lach et al., 1999; Burström 2002). EQ-5D 3L consists of five items with a three-response-scale (no problems, some problems and extreme problems). Each item represents a dimension: mobility, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. Besides the individual self-reported health status, a weighted index-value, a health profile was calculated. The second part of EQ-5D 3L includes a visual analogue scale (EQ-VAS), where the individuals estimate their health between 0 (worst health) and 100 (best health) (Rabin & de Charro, 2001). Data were lacking from four patients in both groups, who did not fill in the EQ-5D 3L questionnaire on the second occasion when their wound had healed. EQ-5D 3L was developed by a network of researchers from several countries, including Sweden (EuroQol Group, 1990). The instrument has been translated into several languages, and is widely used (Rabin & de Charro, 2001).

Pain was measured in Study III using the BPI. This instrument consists of 11 items: four items concerning the severity of pain, and seven items on how pain interferes with everyday life. The pain severity items (1-4) and six of the seven interference in everyday life items (6-11) are answered on a numeric scale from 0 (none) to 10 (severe). In item 5, the patient estimates the effect of pain relief on a scale from 0-100 (0 not at all relieved, 100 completely relieved). The items concerning how pain interfered with the enjoyment of life were however, excluded to limit the number of questions. Furthermore, this was considered difficult to answer while being treated in hospital. The BPI was evaluated at the start of the study and after four weeks of treatment. If the patient’s wound had healed before four weeks, the questionnaire was administered at the time the wound healed. This instrument has been used and psychometrically tested in both Sweden and several other countries (Carleson 2009; Cleeland 2009).

Resources use and cost

In Study III, the resources use and the cost, based on the length of treatment, the number of wound dressing changes/week and time saved per nurse during the first week of wound treatment, were analysed for the two study groups. Data were collected using the study protocol and from the patients’ medical records (Table 4).

The time required to change the wound dressing differed for the two treatments compared in Study III. The time required to change the NPWT dressing was estimated to be 40 minutes for a registered nurse, and 20 minutes with the assistance of an assistant nurse. The estimated time required to change the alginate
wound dressing for an assistant nurse was 30 minutes. Registered nurses performed all NPWT dressing changes.

The costs presented in Study I are given in euros (EUR) based on the exchange rate on 28th August 2007 (100 SEK=9.5 EUR, www.forex.se). The healthcare costs presented in Study III were calculated according to the cost level in 2009 (midway through the study), using an exchange rate of 100 SEK = 9.4 EUR (www.onda.com).

Analysis

Quantitative statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with the help of SPSS for Windows, version 14.0 in Study I, and version 20.0 in Studies II and III (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). Continuous variables were expressed as medians and interquartile range (IQR) or range, and the Mann–Whitney U test was used for group comparisons. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for the comparison of continuous variables within a group. The chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test was used for the comparison of nominal variables between groups. A p-value <0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. The comparison of cost data between groups was performed with bootstrap simulations. Comparisons between groups were based on a 95% confidence interval calculated for each cost category, with 10,001 bootstrap simulation resampling.

Qualitative analysis

The data collected in Study IV were analysed with the research question in focus using qualitative content analysis (Berg, 2004). Content analysis focuses on communication with attention to the content or contextual meaning of a text (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Furthermore, content analysis is useful to identify special characteristics of messages (Berg, 2004). Manifest and latent content analysis, as described by Graneheim & Lundman (2004), was used to analyse the transcribed interviews. Manifest analysis describes the obvious and visible components in a text, while latent analysis involves the interpretation of the components and deals with the deep underlying structural meaning of a text (Berg, 2004; Graneheim & Lundman, 2004).

The researcher (CM) and one of the co-authors (CK) independently read the transcribed text several times to become familiar with the text. Words or phrases
carrying a meaning of importance concerning the patients’ experience of NPWT at home and management of the equipment were identified. The meaning units were then condensed into a description close to the text, and thereafter abstracted to codes. The codes identified by the two authors were compared and discussed (CM, CK) and, with the aim of the study in mind, a model for the analysis was decided upon. The codes were then transferred into subcategories, and at this stage the analysis was discussed and validated by the third author (SA). Finally, similar subcategories were grouped into categories, and an overall theme emerged (Table 5). During the whole analysis process, the authors reflected on and discussed their findings, taking their preunderstanding into consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need for support and knowledge</td>
<td>“First time the alarm went was when the canister was full. It was four o’clock in the morning, and I was a bit afraid to start fiddling with it by myself, so we went to the hospital at six o’clock in the morning so they could change it. Now I’ve watched – I’ve seen it done – but sometimes it goes so fast”</td>
<td>Need to feel prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with new technology</td>
<td>“It depends on what kind of person you are - I felt very anxious when I was at home because I had little idea about what to do with the machine if something went wrong. I felt anxious when it began to beep. Oh no – what is it now?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraints on everyday life</td>
<td>“I don’t like to go to the shops and things with the machine, and tube and stuff. I prefer to send my husband, which I’ve never done before. I have been indoors a lot of the time this week….”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort resulting from the treatment</td>
<td>“It's the sound - this duck - it quacks all the time. I don’t know if it's a good sign or not, but it goes on continuously.”</td>
<td>Handling with to be tied up to a machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting and finding new solutions</td>
<td>“That noise when you're trying to sleep. It depends on what kind of person you are, I usually fall asleep easily. I take a box and the biggest quilt I can find, and wrap it up and push it into the box and put some pillows over it – then I can sleep.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I can live a fairly normal life. I can drive my car and go anywhere, go shopping and go out into the garden. I can’t do much, but the treatment doesn’t make much difference, because I have difficulty bending down anyway”</td>
<td>Relief to be at home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Patient characteristics

The median age of the patients in the studies ranged from 69 to 75 years. The proportions of women in the studies ranged from 35 to 40%. In Studies I and II/III the proportion of patients treated with NPWT at home was 48 and 70%, respectively. The proportion of synthetic graft infections was 40-64% of the treated groin wounds in the studies (Table 6).

Wound healing

The median wound healing time was 55 days in Study I, and 57 days for the NPWT patients in Studies II and III, both of which were significantly shorter than the 104 days in the alginate therapy group (p=0.026) (Table 8) (The median wound healing time for the 46 patients excluded from Studies II/III who were treated with NPWT was 64 days). In Study IV the median wound healing time was 58 days (Table 8). The graft preservation rate in NPWT patients was 83%, 86% and 85% in Studies I, II/III and IV, respectively, while relapse of local clinical infection after NPWT in the groin occurred in 12%, 10% and 0%, respectively (Table 6). End follow-up was on 14th June 2016 for patients included in Studies II/III and IV.

Severity of wound infection and microbiology

Study I included patients with 21 synthetic graft infections and three vein graft infections. In Studies II/III four patients in both the NPWT and the alginate group had synthetic graft infections. All the patients in Studies I and II/III, and 13 out of the 15 patients in study IV, had a perivascular Szilagyi grade III infection. Two patients in Study IV had Szilagyi grade II infections (Table 7). Intestinal bacterial flora was present in 88% (29/33) of the wound cultures obtained at surgical revision in Study I and, according to the antibiotic resistance pattern, 55% (18/33)
had been given inappropriate antibiotic therapy during the initial treatment period. In Studies II/III, there was no statistically significant difference in the number of patients with positive cultures of intestinal bacterial flora at the first surgical revision (NPWT=9; alginate=7), and the number of positive cultures decreased equally slowly during the following weeks in both groups (NPWT=8; alginate = 6 at 21 days).

Table 6
Patient characteristics and outcome in the studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Study I</th>
<th>Studies II &amp; III</th>
<th>Study IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of groins treated for deep infection</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (range)</td>
<td>75 (48 – 88)</td>
<td>72 (60 – 84)</td>
<td>69 (61 – 84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of women (%)</td>
<td>10/28 (36)</td>
<td>7/20 (35)</td>
<td>6/15 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of wounds treated at home with the initially selected mode of therapy (%)</td>
<td>16/33 (48)</td>
<td>14/20 (70)</td>
<td>15/15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus/wounds (%)</td>
<td>14/33 (42)</td>
<td>11/20 (55)</td>
<td>5/15 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limb revascularization/limb (%)</td>
<td>23/33 (70)</td>
<td>13/20 (65)</td>
<td>10/15 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic graft infection/wounds (%)</td>
<td>21/33 (64)</td>
<td>4/10 (40) NPWT 4/10 (40) Alginate</td>
<td>6/15 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graft preservation rate* (%)</td>
<td>20/24 (83)</td>
<td>6/7 (86) NPWT 5/6 (83) Alginate</td>
<td>11/13 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse of local clinical infection (%)</td>
<td>4/33 (12)</td>
<td>1/10 (10) NPWT 1/10 (10) Alginate</td>
<td>0/15 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Graft preservation rate – synthetic-, vein-, arterial- or stent graft

Complications following wound therapy

Two patients experienced severe arterial bleeding from arterial reconstruction in the groin during NPWT in hospital in Study I. One patient in the NPWT group and one patient in the alginate group had arterial bleeding from arterial reconstruction in the groin during treatment in Studies II/III, and these patients underwent two and four reoperations, respectively. Nine out of 21 groins (43%) with synthetic graft infections in Study I had an infection-related complication, compared to 0 (0%) out of 12 groins in those that did not have a synthetic graft infection (p=0.012). Non-healing wounds were associated with amputation (p=0.005) and
death (p<0.001). Amputation was associated with death (p=0.034). In Studies II/III one patient in the NPWT group underwent femur amputation, and one patient in the alginate group died as a consequence of SSI.

Table 7
Wound healing, duration of hospitalization and outpatient care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1 33 groins</th>
<th>Studies II &amp; III NPWT (n=10)</th>
<th>Studies II &amp; III Alginate (n=10)</th>
<th>Study IV n=15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median time to full skin epithelialization, days (range)</td>
<td>55 (25-217)</td>
<td>57 (25-115)</td>
<td>104 (57-175)</td>
<td>58 (34-104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascia suture Szilagyi II (Fascia suture closure of artery; fascia above vessels intact)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szilagyi III (disrupted fascia after arterial surgery)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median duration of wound treatment in hospital, days (range)</td>
<td>23 (3-82)</td>
<td>13 (5-93)</td>
<td>20 (6-76)</td>
<td>6 (2-58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median duration of outpatient wound treatment, days (range)</td>
<td>Not documented</td>
<td>42 (18-81)</td>
<td>79 (32-171)</td>
<td>54 (15-74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure of wound treatment*, n (%)</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Non-healed wound, visible graft after 1 month of treatment, arterial bleeding

Resource and cost

In Study I, the median duration of hospital stay was 23 days (range 3-82). The median total cost of treating 28 patients with NPWT in hospital was 26 022 EUR (range 4 078-136 330), and including the outpatient NPWT, the median cost was 1 299 EUR per patient (210-7416) [The cost of NPWT in hospital accounted for 2.7% (range 0.6-9.9%) of the total hospital cost in patients who completed their treatment in hospital.

In Study III, the median number of wound dressing changes was significantly lower in the NPWT group than in the alginate group (21 vs. 73, p<0.001). During the first week of treatment the time saved by personnel due to fewer wound dressing changes in the NPWT group was 4.5 hours per nurse per week, compared to the alginate group. The median number of wound dressing changes in the outpatient clinic was also significantly lower in the NPWT group than in the alginate group (20 vs. 48, p=0.004). The major share of the total cost in both groups was the cost of hospital care; 87% for the NPWT group and 83% for the alginate group. The wound dressing material in the NPWT group was significantly
more expensive than in the alginate group (792 vs. 260 EUR; p≤0.001). However, outpatient wound care was significantly more expensive in the alginate group than in the NPWT group (2236 vs. 733 EUR; p=0.004). There was, however, no difference in the total cost between the two groups.

**Health-related quality of life and pain**

Study III revealed no difference in HRQoL between the two groups, according to EQ-5D and EQ-VAS, either at the start of the study or after wound healing. Significant improvements were seen in the NPWT group in the EQ-5D domains, self-care (p=0.034), usual activities (p=0.046), EQ-5D index value (p=0.046) and in EQ-VAS (p=0.028) after wound healing, compared to the start of the study. No such differences were found in the alginate dressing group.

No differences were found in pain intensity or pain interference in everyday life between patients in the NPWT group and those in the alginate group, either at the start of the study or after four weeks’ treatment. The BPI scores improved significantly in both groups between the two time points with regard to “worst pain” (NPWT p=0.007; alginate p=0.039), “general activity affected” (NPWT p=0.047; alginate p=0.02) and “mood affected” (NPWT p=0.04; alginate p=0.024). Patients in the NPWT group reported less pain affecting their relations with other people (p=0.04) and sleep (p=0.024) after four weeks compared to the start of the study.

**Patients’ experiences of NPWT at home**

The descriptions of the experiences of the informants in Study IV revealed an overall theme. Having a deep perivascular groin infection and being treated with NPWT at home meant “a transition from being a dependent patient to a person who needs to be involved and have self-care competence”. The overall theme was composed of three categories: the Need to feel prepared, Handling to be tied up to a machine, and Relief to be at home. These were related to each other by internal variations in five subcategories (Table 5).

The informants described how they needed to feel prepared when they were discharged from hospital. They needed support and knowledge about the treatment to feel safe and secure upon returning home. It was important to have support from the healthcare services and to know where to turn if problems arose. They expressed a lack of knowledge on how the treatment actually worked, and uncertainty about the amount of wound exudate. Worries and anxiety about how to deal with
the new technology were revealed. The informants described how they lacked information and education on how to operate the equipment, for example, what to do if the alarm sounded. They sometimes managed to solve problems by themselves, and sometimes had to go to the hospital for help. They described that they thought that they should have been able to solve some problems by themselves, but lacked the necessary knowledge about how to do it.

The informants were connected to the NPWT equipment 24 hours a day, and they described how they were handling to being tied to a machine. This resulted in physical, emotional and practical restraints on everyday life. One physical restrain was a decrease in reach, as the tube was considered too short. The equipment was also experienced to be heavy. Limitations on social life were also expressed, and an unwillingness to be seen with the equipment in public. The informants described different kinds of discomfort resulting from the treatment, such as pain and skin irritations due to the adhesive drape. Another problem was the noise made by the equipment, which was most disturbing at night. However, the reported degree of discomfort varied from none at all to considerable. The informants also described how they were adjusting to the situation and finding new solutions to allow them to carry out everyday activities. For example, they used walking frames, shoulder bags, backpacks and chairs when moving around with the heavy equipment. They also devised various ways of reducing the noise using blankets and boxes.

Despite all their worries and initial feelings of insecurity, the informants said it was a relief to be at home. Although they felt tired and weak during their first few days at home, being at home, being able to sleep in their own bed, use their own bathroom and do what they wanted, outweighed the disadvantages. Those who lived a long way from the hospital did not consider it an inconvenience; it was still better to be at home.
Discussion

The findings

Advantages of NPWT

Wound healing time
NPWT led to faster wound healing than alginate therapy in patients with deep perivascular wound infections in the groin, of Szilagyi grade III, after vascular surgery. Despite the fact that only nine patients were evaluable in the NPWT group and seven in the alginate dressing group, wound healing was shown to be statistically significantly faster in the NPWT group (Studies II/III). The median time to full skin epithelialization was 57 days in the NPWT group. This time interval, between initial debridement and full skin epithelialization after NPWT, was a consistent finding. The median times for wound healing in the non-randomized patients in Studies II/III, the consecutive patients in Study I, and the patients treated with NPWT at home (Study IV), were 64, 55 and 58 days, respectively. In comparison, the median time required for full skin epithelialization in the alginate group was 104 days. Since the present RCT is based on only a small number of patients, larger studies with a higher level of evidence should be performed to confirm the present results. Studies II/III constitute the only RCT performed on deep perivascular wound infections in the groin after vascular surgery up to date (Cheng et al., 2014; Dumville et al., 2015b).

NPWT-mediated positive effects
Besides improved wound healing, the results of Study III showed clear benefits of NPWT in terms of less frequent dressing changes and reduced demands on the time of personnel. Although not studied in the present work, NPWT reduces contamination of the wound from surrounding areas, and the spread of bacteria to other patients and personnel. Experimental studies suggest that faster wound healing is achieved with NPWT with foam due to the reduction in wound volume and greater macro-contraction, than when gauze dressings are used in NPWT (Malmsjö & Ingemansson, 2011). The reduction of oedema and the prevention of fluid leakage to the surrounding skin, causing secondary skin damage, may be
critical factors that make NPWT superior to alginate therapy in terms of wound healing, although this was not studied in the present work.

**Patient comfort**

NPWT is a closed system that provides active wound therapy. Fluid leakage outside the wound is avoided as the exudate is collected in a canister, where the amount can be monitored. As shown in Study III, this form of treatment reduces the number of dressing changes compared to conventional wound treatment, and this could be an important advantage for patients since dressing changes are often painful.

Patients who develop SSIs normally suffer significantly from pain (Erichsen Andersson et al., 2010). However, the results of Studies III and IV indicate that pain was a relatively mild problem among the patients in both groups. Upton & Andrews (2013) reported similar results regarding pain in relation to NPWT, where the majority of patients reported that pain had a minimal to moderate impact on a typical day. The most painful episodes associated with NPWT were the removal of the dressing from the surrounding skin, where hair adhered to the dressing tape. The patients in Study IV said that the pain was less a short while after dressing changes. This suggests that NPWT is, at least, not more painful than other forms of wound treatment. Furthermore, pain could be reduced by instilling topical lidocaine or warm saline into the wound prior to dressing change (Christensen et al., 2013). Alternatively, dressings could be changed more frequently to avoid tissue ingrowth, thus reducing pain (Birke-Sorensen et al., 2011).

In contrast to other studies (Abbotts, 2010; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013), the patients in Study IV did not mention any problems associated with odour from the wound or wound treatment. This could be attributed to meticulous debridement and the removal of infected and necrotic tissue before starting NPWT.

**Disadvantages of NPWT**

**NPWT-associated bleeding**

Serious life-threatening bleeding from the groin may occur during NPWT. Two patients in Study I and one patient in Studies II/III suffered from severe bleeding during NPWT. In addition, another patient randomized to the alginate group in Studies II/III was transferred to NPWT due to the need for frequent wound dressing changes as a result of fluid leakage, and subsequently suffered from NPWT-associated bleeding. The author is well aware that NPWT over exposed vessels is contra-indicated by the manufacturers of NPWT equipment and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and any therapy given in such cases is considered to be off-label use. However, bearing in mind alternative treatment options, NPWT
was considered worthwhile in these frail patients with cardiovascular disease, and severe bleeding during hospital care in a few patients was therefore considered acceptable. There are several case reports on NPWT-associated bleeding (Brehm, 2006; Verma et al., 2015; Končar et al., 2016). However, caution should be exercised regarding the cause of such bleeding, since some bleeding events are likely to be related to the SSI and not NPWT (Verma et al., 2015). The number of cases of NPWT-associated bleeding in patients with SSI after vascular surgery is probably greatly underreported, and fatal NPWT-associated bleeding does occur (Verma et al., 2015). However, it is important that exposed vessels are covered with a silicone dressing to avoid direct contact with the foam or gauze. This will minimize the ingrowth of tissue in the dressing, which could cause tearing of the vessel when the dressing is removed. Furthermore, all patients with infected and exposed vessels in the groin should be monitored in hospital until the vessels are completely covered by granulation tissue, before discharge can be considered. It should be remembered that regardless of the type of wound dressing or treatment, there is always an increased risk of bleeding from vascular reconstructions in deep perivascular SSI (Szilagyi, 1972).

Inconvenience to patients

Disturbing noise from the vacuum device, especially at night, was stated to be an inconvenience by the patients who were treated with NPWT at home (Study IV). They described the noise as being like “quacking ducks”, “coffee machines” and “beeping”. Disturbing noise was also reported in the studies by Upton & Andrews study (2013) and Abbotts (2010), however, this has not been mentioned in other studies. Air leakage through the drape could be one reason for noise. The wounds studied in this work were in the groin, where it is generally difficult to apply wound dressings. Therefore, care should be taken to ensure there is no air leakage before the patients leave the hospital or outpatient clinic. Furthermore, healthcare professionals could give instructions and advice to patients on how they can check for leakage themselves, and what they should do to remedy this.

The equipment was stated as causing inconvenience both in this work (Study IV) and in previous studies. It was said to be too heavy, and the shortness of the tube resulted in limitations in everyday life (Bolas & Holloway, 2012; Fagerdahl et al., 2013). Moreover, patients were embarrassed to be seen in public with the equipment, which restricted their social life. This has also been reported in other qualitative studies on NPWT (Abbotts, 2010; Moffatt et al., 2011; Bolas & Holloway, 2012; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013). Problems associated with the equipment and restrictions on social life may be a general problem of NPWT, and are not specific to NPWT for perivascular wounds in the groin. It is important that industry collaborates with the healthcare sector in future product development, taking patients’ experiences of NPWT into consideration. One desire expressed by the patients was a more practical bag or a backpack to carry the vacuum device, to facilitate activi-
ties in everyday life. New smaller and lighter vacuum devices, such as the PICO (Smith & Nephew, Hull, UK) have recently become available. However, these devices are of limited use in the treatment of larger wound cavities with abundant wound exudate.

**Bacterial clearance from the wound**

The acceleration of wound healing in NPWT has been attributed to several factors. It is not clear whether the clearance of bacteria from the wound plays an important role, as evidence is conflicting. Pinocy et al. (2003) found that NPWT reduced the number of positive smears from wounds, with total elimination of bacteria within 14 days of the start of NPWT. In a study on adult patients with osteomyelitis, it was found that NPWT were able to result in significantly more negative smears than conventional wound management (Tan et al., 2011). However, a much slower reduction in the number of positive smears was found in both groups in the present work, with no significant difference between the groups (Study II). Furthermore, no difference was seen in the reduction of CRP with time between the two groups. In a retrospective study on 25 patients undergoing NPWT of open wounds where serial quantitative cultures were performed, no consistent effect of bacterial clearance was found, and in fact bacterial colonization increased during NPWT (Weed et al., 2004).

While wound cultures were often obtained from tissue biopsies at initial debridement in Studies I and II, samples for wound cultures were collected with swabs on the ward. The sample collection technique on the ward may have varied between healthcare personnel, which may result in unreliable results. It is highly likely that the results of some wound cultures were due to bacterial contamination, unrelated to the bacteria involved in the SSI.

To determine whether NPWT provides faster elimination of bacteria from the infected wound, an RCT with primary bacterial endpoints should be conducted. An experimental RCT in a more controlled environment in collaboration with microbiologists may advance our understanding of the mechanisms of NPWT. For instance, the insertion of a synthetic interposition graft in the femoral arteries in both groins in a porcine model, could be followed by inoculation of a certain type and amount of bacteria (Gao et al., 2010). NPWT could then be applied to one groin and conventional treatment to the other. Dressing changes would be performed under general anaesthesia and bacterial from the graft surface and perigraft tissue biopsies could be cultured in a well-controlled way to determine the quantities of bacteria present as a function of time.
Graft preservation and recurrence of local infection

The graft preservation rate was high, and the rate of re-occurrence of the local infection was low in the present studies. Similar results have been reported previously (Dosluoglu et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2011). Berger et al. (2012) reported a graft preservation rate of 100%. It seems to be possible to preserve the majority of infected grafts without recurrence of the local infection for several years (Mayer et al., 2011; Verma et al., 2015). In Study I four patients suffered relapses resulting in the recurrence of local infections. In the NPWT group in Studies II/III one patient relapsed showing a superficial local infection that was managed by antibiotics alone after review of the medical records 5-9 years after NPWT. Hence, major reconstructive vascular surgery seems to be unnecessary in patients who have undergone NPWT. Some authors have proposed that local NPWT on open wounds should be used as a first-line therapy for the treatment of Szilagyi grade III vascular infections (Mayer et al., 2011). The few cases of bleeding complications may be offered the durable EndoVAC hybrid repair solution at endovascular centres (Thorbjørnsen et al., 2016).

Cost-effectiveness of NPWT

The overwhelming cost of the treatment of patients is the cost of hospitalization. SSIs are associated with prolonged hospital stays (de Lissovoy et al., 2009), and the length of hospitalization is thus the main cost driver, while the cost of wound dressing has very little impact on the total cost (Marsh et al., 2012). The total costs for NPWT and treatment with alginate dressings did not differ in the present work (Study III). One possible explanation of this may be the small sample sizes in the two groups, resulting in a type II statistical error. Another contributing factor may be the occurrence of two deaths before the wound healed in the alginate group, thus reducing the cost in this group. The median duration of hospitalization for the NPWT patients in Study I was 23 days, compared to 13 days for the NPWT patients in Studies II/III. The rate of outpatient care in patients treated with NPWT increased from 48% in Study I to 60% in Studies II/III. It is probable that increased experience with NPWT among hospital staff contributed to a reduction in hospital stay and increased the rate of outpatient NPWT care. Future studies may show a further decrease in hospital stay among patients undergoing NPWT, resulting in lower costs for NPWT patients.

The results of Study III show a reduction in the time required for wound dressing changes in the patients treated with NPWT, compared to alginate dressings. If wound healing is more rapid with NPWT, the treatment can be considered cost-effective, despite the fact that the dressing material is more expensive. Furthermore, the results of Study IV show that outpatient NPWT is well accepted.
and tolerated by the patients, which will allow earlier discharge from hospital and a reduction in the overall cost.

The transition from hospital care to outpatient care with NPWT

The overall theme identified in Study IV illustrates how the patients’ role changed from being a patient in hospital care, dependent on help from healthcare professionals, to a person who needed to be involved and responsible for managing NPWT on their own, at home, after discharge. This change in role is consistent with the process of the health–illness transition described by Meleis (2000). Transitions are defined as “the passage or movement from one state, condition or place to another” (Meleis. 2000). The process is complex, and consists of more than one type of concurrent transition (Davies, 2005), examples of which are organisational, developmental, situational or health–illness transitions (Meleis, 2007). The rationale for considering this to be important is that people undergoing transitions tend to be vulnerable, and often in experience a period of confusion, instability and distress. This period is followed by a new period of stability, and finally an end point illustrated by three domains: the nature of transitions, transition conditions, and patterns of response (Meleis 2000). The nature of the transition of a patient with a perivascular wound infection in the groin, being treated with NPWT reflects a health–illness transition. This include the properties of transition; awareness, engagement, change and difference, time span and critical points and events. First the informants gain awareness of their responsibility to manage NPWT at home. They had to feel engagement in their own care and treatment, and finding their own new routines and solutions that was working in everyday life. In doing so, they regained control over their life in a changed life situation. However, the initial feelings of stress and anxiety made the time required for this process unnecessarily long.

Several critical points and events could be identified during this process, for example, discharge from the hospital, their first days at home and the triggering of alarms by the equipment when they did not know where to turn for help. A number of factors influence transition, including personal and cultural beliefs and attitudes, socioeconomic status, preparation and knowledge, and community and sociocultural conditions. Among the patients with perivascular groin infections, it was clear that, apart from personal factors, preparation before discharge and knowledge of how NPWT works had a major influence on the transition process. The results of Study IV showed that these patients felt a need to be properly prepared for their new situation, and that inadequate support and knowledge before discharge resulted in unnecessary feelings of anxiety and insecurity. Indicators that facilitated a healthy transition for the patients were identified as feelings of like-mindedness with the healthcare professionals at the vascular outpatient clinic. Staff at the clinic answered their questions and gave advice and
support. Another dimension that influenced the transition process was the extent to which the patients developed confidence in handling the NPWT equipment by themselves. It is important that nurses and other healthcare professionals support through times of transition, and Meleis’ theory of nursing transitions is useful to in understanding the impact of different changes in life (Davies, 2005).

During the study period, 2004-2014, NPWT has become a more common mode of treatment, and knowledge about the practical management of the materials and equipment involved has increased. This has resulted in shorter hospital stays for patients being treated with NPWT. However, the results of Study IV indicate that, despite existing routines, patients must be better prepared for discharge. To avoid unnecessary anxiety, healthcare professionals must be more aware that patients need more information about NPWT and the management of the equipment. The need for patient information and education in relation to NPWT has also been highlighted in previous studies (Moffatt et al., 2011; Fagerdahl et al., 2013). It is therefore suggested that patients should to be involved when new advanced technical devices are introduced in healthcare. Healthcare professionals working in primary healthcare or in community care must also have access to this knowledge to be able to care and support patients being treated with NPWT at home. In previous studies, patients described that the nursing staff who cared for them at home were initially unfamiliar with NPWT, and were not able to answer all their questions about the treatment (Abbotts, 2010; Moffatt et al., 2011). This was, however, not the case in the present work, since the nurses at the vascular outpatient clinic at the hospital were responsible for the care of the patients. These nurses are trained in handling NPWT and, where possible, the same nurse cared for the same patient during the whole period of treatment. Continuity has been shown to be an important factor for success in wound treatment, and is of great importance to both the patient and the healthcare professional (SBU, 2014).

As more patients are being discharged and continuing NPWT at home, organised patient information and instruction are of the utmost importance. This will not only increase patient safety, but also facilitate the possibilities to ensure a healthy transition from hospital to the home, avoiding stress and anxiety (Meleis et al., 2000; Uhrenfeldt et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2015). However, despite the problems and discomfort described in Study IV, the patients expressed relief at being home again. In summary, NPWT in the outpatient care appears to be accepted and appreciated by the patients, although standardised discharge routines must exist.
Methodological considerations

Variability in study design

This thesis is based on methodological diversity, including retrospective and prospective studies, and quantitative and qualitative analytical methods. The studies were performed in chronological order, from I to IV.

Study I was a retrospective study on consecutive patients treated with NPWT between 2004 and 2006. The shortcoming of this study is missing or inaccurate information regarding some variables in the patient case records, leading reduced validity of the study. Furthermore, there was no control group. The implementation of a wound surveillance register during the period of the study increased the reproducibility of the retrieval of patients with wound infections.

The study described in Papers II & III was an RCT, where the power calculation was based on the results in Study I. The main end point was wound healing time. Randomization to NPWT or the control group (alginate dressings) minimized the risk of confounding. RCTs have good internal validity, whereas the external validity is not considered as good. It was not possible to implement a single- or double-blinded design of the RCT to further reduce the risk of bias.

A predefined study protocol was used in Studies II & III, increasing the reproducibility of the study variables.

Subjective self-reported data were collected in Study III, using the generic instrument, EQ-5D 3L to assess HRQoL and BPI for pain measurement. EQ-5D 3L and BPI were chosen since they are well established, valid, reliable, and easy to use.

Study IV was an explorative qualitative interview study with the aim of describing patients’ experiences of NPWT at home, and its management in everyday life. This is a well-tested procedure used to obtain findings as trustworthy data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Graneheim & Lundman 2004).

Number of patients

The RCT described in Studies II & III is based on a small sample size. Scientifically, it would have been desirable to have a larger sample of patients, as the risk of type II errors increases with small sample sizes. However, it was possible to show that NPWT was superior to alginate dressings in achieving faster healing, despite the small sizes of the two groups. Furthermore, the wound healing times among the NPWT patients in Study I, the non-randomized patients in
Studies II/III and the patients in Study IV, were similar to those of the randomized patients in Studies II/III.

**Recruiting patients for a randomized controlled trial**

Only 20 out of 66 eligible patients (30.3%) could be included during this long, 4.5 year, study period, implying that there were difficulties in the enrolment of patients. The CONSORT diagram indicated that some patients did not meet the inclusion criteria, while 16 patients were not included due to logistic problems or due to the surgeon’s preference for a particular form of treatment, meaning that the potential study candidate could not be randomized to one treatment or the other. Both surgeons and patients were probably more reluctant to use the alternative treatment (alginate dressings) than NPWT at the end of the study period compared to the start of the study. It is known to be difficult to recruit a high proportion of randomized patients in clinical trials in surgery among those eligible (Blazeby, 2012). However, since the results of NPWT for perivascular groin infections were perceived as very good in Study I, and the treatment became accepted as the gold standard by clinicians, and preferred by healthcare personnel, the proportion of randomized patients must be considered reasonable.

**Assessment of the risk of bias in the RCT**

The RCT design minimizes the risk of selection and information bias, and confounding. Patient randomization is performed to make the two groups as similar as possible in terms of patient characteristics. However, no information was available on nutritional status, steroid use or the use of analgesics, and it is thus impossible to know whether there were any differences in these parameters between the two groups. Although the treatment of the patients in Studies II/III was selected by randomization, there is a certain bias (Cochrane Handbook, 2011). Allocation by sealed opaque envelops is considered to carry a low risk of bias. However, randomization by computer-generated sequences is considered to offer an even lower risk of bias. The fact that the participants, healthcare personnel and outcome assessors not were blinded to the allocation constitutes a high risk of bias.

The follow-up rate and reporting of the main outcome (≥ 70% reporting), wound healing time, in Study II were considered to have a low risk of bias. In the NPWT group, one patient who experienced NPWT-related bleeding from the site of vascular anastomosis had a complicated course of wound healing, and a skin transplant was performed after 59 days of NPWT in the groin. In the alginate group, two patients died due to lower limb ischaemia and wound-infection-related complications (unhealed wounds after 129 and 67 days of alginate treatment). Wound healing in another patient in the alginate group was considered a failure
after 30 days of alginate treatment due to poor wound healing in the presence of an interposition synthetic graft, and secondary wound closure was performed. HRQoL was not accessed with EQ-5D 3L in Study III due to missing information on four patients in each group, which constitutes an unclear risk of bias.

**Methodological issues in the clinical setting when conducting RCTs**

The long patient enrolment time, 4.5 years was a negative factor in the quality of Studies II/III. One reason for the low inclusion rate was the surgeons’ own beliefs of the superiority of NPWT. Some patients could not be included in the study since the doctor in charge applied the NPWT dressing directly after initial debridement. Medical personnel were, unfortunately, not always neutral in their professional role in relation to the study. Many of them had their own beliefs favouring NPWT, and their opinions were often transferred to other personnel and patient. The few inclusions per year resulted in low awareness of the study among personnel and even study investigators. Very few patients were included in the summer months between June and August due to staff vacations. It would have been better if a half-time/part-time dedicated research nurse had been connected to the study.

**Reduction in frequency of dressing changes in NPWT patients**

The routine for dressing changes in NPWT patients changed prior to the start of Study IV. During the course of Studies I, II & III, dressings were changed three times per week, while this was reduced to twice per week during Study IV. This change of routine, which persists today, was probably initiated to decrease the workload on nursing staff. Whether this is of benefit to the patient or compromises patient safety is unclear. The reduction in the frequency of dressing changes affects resource utilization, cost and cost-effectiveness.

**Estimation of health-related quality of life**

The generic instrument EQ-5D 3L was the chosen for measurements of HRQoL, as this was the only tool available in Swedish at the start of this work. This version has only three response alternatives, and may therefore be less sensitive to minor changes in health status. During recent years, this instrument has been developed, and a version with a five-level response scale now exists, which is considered to be more sensitive and responsive (Janssen et al., 2013). Nevertheless, EQ-5D 3L identified a significant decrease in quality of life score in a cohort of patients undergoing elective infrainguinal arterial surgery, 2 weeks after wound complica-
tions, compared to those without wound complications, while no such effect was seen 4 weeks postoperatively (McGillicuddy et al., 2016). This suggests that the 3L version of EQ-5D is valid and reliable in this group of patients.

The QoL measures were not the main end point in the RCT, and the EQ-5D results did not differ between the two groups. It is highly likely that the absence of a significant difference between the QoL in the two groups could be attributed to the small numbers of patients in each group, and thus the prevalence of a type II statistical error. In addition, the second measurement of QoL took place when the wound had healed, which may have been too long after the start of wound therapy. It would probably have been better to apply the EQ-5D 3L questionnaire after the first week of wound therapy, to better reflect the QoL during the most difficult period after initial wound debridement, when there was a need for frequent dressing changes in the alginate group.

According to the study protocol, it was intended that the EQ-5D 3L questionnaire should be filled in at an extra outpatient visit, when the wound had completely healed. A total of eight patients did not fill in this questionnaire. Two patients died before the wound healed, and two underwent secondary wound closure, one with skin transplantation and one with sutures. In the other four patients, it proved difficult to complete the EQ-5D 3L questionnaire after discharge from hospital. Two of these patients were readmitted for severe heart failure, and were hospitalized for long periods at other hospitals. The other two patients failed to complete the questionnaire due to logistical reasons, probably due to long vacations among the study personnel. It would therefore have been desirable to have studied QoL during the hospital stay, to ensure that as many patients as possible completed the EQ-5D 3L questionnaire.

Inability to assess pain

Pain assessment NRS before, directly after, and 30 minutes after, wound dressing changes was included in the study protocol in Studies II/III. However, this was not possible for various logistic reasons. It would have been interesting to study this since there are reports that dressing changes in NPWT patients are more painful than changes of conventional dressings (Upton & Andrews, 2015). Estimation of pain is an important issue, as increased pain may be associated with prolonged wound healing (White, 2009; Matsuzaki & Upton, 2013).

According to the study protocol, BPI measurements were repeated four weeks after the start of the study. BPI data were missing from three patients due to complicated courses and failure of wound therapy.
Inability to measure frequency of wound dressing changes

Although not included in the study protocol, it became obvious that the frequency of dressing changes was important. Patients in the alginate group needed to have their dressing changed several times per day during the first week after debridement. An attempt was also made to monitor the frequency of patient clothing and bedclothes changes due to fluid leakage from the wound. However, this had to be abandoned since it not was possible to monitor this 24 hours a day.

Inability to find a simple method for wound volume measurement

Measurement of the wound volume would have been an appropriate method of following wound healing. However, the validity and reproducibility of all the methods have been questioned, especially simple cost-effective methods for routine clinical use (Langemo et al., 2001). It was, therefore, not possible to establish a feasible bedside method of measuring the volume of the wound cavity in the groin. Wound surface area and wound depth were thus measured as separate variables during the first three weeks. It was not possible to show that early wound contraction (Borgquist et al., 2011a), in terms of reduction in wound surface area, was a mechanism in faster wound healing in the NPWT group in Study II.

Trustworthiness in qualitative studies

The concepts credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability have been used in qualitative research to describe various aspects of trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Previous qualitative studies have included different type of wounds, both acute and chronic (Abbotts, 2010; Moffatt et al., 2011; Ottosen & Pedersen, 2013). Credibility and transferability were strengthened by the fact that only patients with a specific type of wound, i.e. deep perivascular groin infection after vascular surgery treated with NPWT, were included. To further, strengthen the credibility, the patients were free to choose the time and place of the interviews. All interviews except one were conducted in the patient’s own home, which probably made them feel safe and secure. To strengthen the dependability, two authors (CM and CK) immersed themselves in the data independently by reading and rereading the texts. New insights and interpretations were discussed, and a preliminary finding was discussed and further validated by the third author (SA). Representative quotations from the transcribed text were used to make the findings understandable.

There is sometimes a risk that the researchers know too much about the phenomenon under study. Therefore, the researchers systematically and critically reflected upon their preunderstanding during the whole analysis process. During the study
period, CM was a doctoral student, and was not involved in the treatment of the patients, and met the patients only as a researcher. CK is an experienced qualitative researcher with experience of vascular surgical nursing, but was not working at the Vascular Centre during the course of the study. SA was medically responsible for some of the included patients, but was only involved in the analysis after anonymization of the texts. However, all researchers have knowledge of NPWT, which could have affected the analysis.
Conclusions

Study I: The treatment of synthetic vascular graft infections in the groin with NPWT increased the risk of developing infection-related complications. Non-healing SSIs after NPWT were associated with amputation and death.

Study II: NPWT induced faster wound healing than alginate therapy in patients with deep perivascular wound infection in the groin after vascular surgery.

Study III: NPWT of perivascular groin infections resulted in faster wound healing when compared to alginate therapy, and personnel-intensive healthcare resources were reduced. No difference in QoL and pain was detectable between groups. From a health-economic perspective, NPWT in patient with deep peri-vascular groin infection can regarded as the cost-effective strategy due to improved clinical outcome with equal cost and QoL measures.

Study IV: The informants expressed several benefits of NPWT at home. However, they experienced unnecessary stress and anxiety during the first few days after discharge due to a lack of understanding about both the treatment and the equipment. The short hospitalization durations of today place high demands on healthcare organisations to ensure patient safety, and make patients feel secure when treatment continuous at home. Therefore, adequate information and education are required to facilitate the transition from being a patient to a person with self-care competence who has the ability to manage NPWT at home.
Future research

Advanced NPWT

It appears that it is very difficult to perform large RCTs comparing NPWT with treatment using conventional dressings in infected groin wounds after vascular surgery. It may be more feasible to study different wound fillers in combination with NPWT in an RCT (Skrinjar et al., 2016). NPWT with instillation and dwell time is an adjunctive treatment modality for selected complex wounds, and an interesting approach for the treatment of infected perivascular wounds after arterial reconstruction (Kim et al., 2015). NPWT with instillation could be compared to NPWT alone in an RCT. Factors such as different dwell times and instillation solutions could be also be studied in an RCT comparing two different NPWT instillation methods.

Measurement of wound cavities

Routine wound measurements is one important part in the follow-up of wound treatment and wound healing (Flanagan, 2003). Therefore, it would be desirable to have a standardized method that is easy to use and measures both the wound area and volume. This is especially important in undermined wound cavities with irregular wound edges. Simply measuring the length and depth of a wound does not give accurate information on the wound volume. Standardized wound volume measurements would also increase the possibility of structured documentation and the evaluation of wound treatment.

Challenges associated with NPWT in the outpatient setting

Clearly, patients for whom continuing NPWT at home is planned must receive adequate information and education before discharge from hospital. Healthcare organisations must develop routines and guidelines for this. The information and
education should include facts about NPWT, and how it works. Instruction and advice must be given on how the equipment works, and how it should be managed in everyday life. This should include charging the batteries, changing the canister, interpreting the alarm, and where to turn if problems arise. Both practical instruction and simple, written instructions are needed. One important factor in ensuring that patients feel safe and secure is that healthcare professionals themselves have the required knowledge and competence to manage NPWT. Healthcare organisations are responsible for ensuring that their staff have the required competence. NPWT is considered an advanced form of wound treatment, and it is therefore suggested that healthcare professionals should be certified to handle NPWT. When responsibility for wound treatment with NPWT is delegated from the hospital specialist to another caregiver, there may be a risk that other caregivers lack the necessary competence. This can threaten patient safety and lead to insecurity among patients. One way to increase competence among healthcare professionals is to develop a web-based course on NPWT. This course should contain both theory and practical instructions on how to perform dressing changes. Web-based material for patients and their relatives, providing practical advice to facilitate the management of the equipment at home should also be developed.
Clinical implications

Infrainguinal vascular surgery is associated with a high rate of SSI. This fact justifies additional preventive measures to avoid SSI, such as closed incisional NPWT. The work presented in this thesis has shown that NPWT in open perivascular infected groin wounds after vascular surgery is associated with favourable clinical outcome in terms of shorter wound healing time, lower demands on resources, greater cost-effectiveness and better patient comfort. The long patient inclusion time of 4.5 years in the randomized controlled trial is an indirect indicator of the superior treatment associated with NPWT, since surgeons felt reluctant to allow patients to be included in the study, due to their own positive experience of NPWT. It would be impossible to conduct such a study today due to ethical reasons and unwillingness among medical staff. Patients are increasingly being discharged from hospital for continued NPWT at home, which means that healthcare professionals must be aware of the worries and needs of individual patients undergoing NPWT at home, and they must be able to support the transition to a healthy state. To reduce anxiety and stress, improved routines are needed regarding written information and instructions on how to manage the equipment. It should also be made clear who the patient should contact if problems arise. Companies supplying NPWT equipment, or hospital clinics, should provide simple written instructions for patients and their relatives.
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Inom sjukvården finns risk för patienter att drabbas av vårdrelaterade infektioner (VRI), som är den vanligaste komplikationen när patienter vårdas på sjukhus. Patienter som genomgår någon form av kirurgiskt ingrepp kan drabbas av infektion i operationssåret, vilket är den andra vanligaste VRIn. Att drabbas av en djup sårinfektion efter ett kärlkirurgiskt ingrepp innebär ofta förlängd sjukhusvistelse, flera återinläggningar på sjukhus, ökade kostnader, amputation och död. För patienter som opererats med kärlkirurgi är detta ett extra allvarligt tillstånd speciellt om en syntetisk kärlprotes använts.


Denna avhandling bygger på fyra studier med syfte att utvärdera effekten av undertrycksbehandling vid djup sårinfektion i ljumsksår efter kärlkirurgi avseende sårläkningstid, komplikationer som amputation och dödlighet. Studierna syftar även till att utvärdera hur behandlingen påverkar utnyttjandet av resurser och kostnader samt hur patienter upplever att behandlas med undertrycksbehandling i hemmet och hur behandlingen hanteras i deras dagliga liv.


Sårläkningstiden var i genomsnitt 55 dagar för patienter i studie 1. I studie 2 och 3 var sårläkningstiden halverad för dem som behandlades med undertrycksbehandling, 57 dagar jämfört med 104 för dem som behandlades med alginat kompresser. Denna skillnad är statistiskt säkerställd. I delstudie 4 var sårläkningstiden 58 dagar.

Det finns en risk att drabbas av blödning från en artär i botten av sårområdet i samband med djup sårinfektion efter kärlkirurgi. I delstudie 1 drabbades 2 patienter, och i studie 2 och 3 var det en i vardera studiegrupp som drabbades av blödning till följd av sårinfektionen. Under delstudiernas uppföljningsperiod var det 4 patienter delstudie 1 och en i vardera studiegrupp i delstudie 2 och 3 och ingen i delstudie 4 som fått återfall av sin sårinfektion efter att såret läkts, enligt journalgenomgång som genomfördes maj 2016.

For patienter som behandlas med undertryck så har behandlingstiden inom slutenvården på sjukhus blivit allt kortare. Slutenvårdsstiden var 23 dagar i delstudie 1, 13 dagar för undertrycksgruppen och 20 dagar för alginat gruppen i delstudie 2 och 3 och 6 dagar i den fjärde delstudien.

I delstudie 3 undersöktes kostnadseffektiviteten med undertrycksbehandling. Det gjordes färre såromläggningar i gruppen som behandlades med undertryck (21 såromläggningar) jämfört med gruppen som behandlades med alginat kompresser (73 såromläggningar) under hela behandlingsperioden. Denna skillnad är statistiskt säkerställd. Tidsbesparing för omläggning utförd av sjukvårdspersonal beräknades till 4.5 timmar under den första veckans sårbehandling för gruppen med undertrycksbehandling jämfört med gruppen som behandlades med alginat. Det påvisades ingen statistiskt säkerställd skillnad i totalkostnader mellan grupperna.

I den fjärde studien framkom det ett övergripande tema som innebär att patienterna genomgår en övergång från att vara en beroende patient till att bli en person som har egenvårdsförmåga och är involverad i sin egen vård. De beskriver att de behöver förberedas inför utskrivning från sjukhus. Brist på information och känslan av osäkerhet kring hantering av utrustningen för undertrycksbehandling leder till oro och rädsla. Succesivt över tid så utvecklar patienterna kunskap om hanteringen och de finner sina egna rutiner och lösningar som fungerar i vardagen. Den övergripande känslan var lättad av att kunna få behandling i hemmet.
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